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ABSTRACT
Microbial production platforms have extraordinary potential to help meet the energy, material
and health needs of tomorrow. Through the reactions of cellular metabolism, microbes are an
attractive option for the sustainable production of commodity and enantiopure specialty
chemicals. One outstanding challenge, however, is the engineering of these systems for
economic viability. As a solution to this issue, a metabolite valve is proposed: a biochemical
device which may be used to dynamically redirect metabolite flux away from endogenous
processes into production pathways.
In this work, we develop and characterize a glucose valve. First, a novel E. coli strain was
engineered to allow the redirection of glucose flux from central metabolism via glucokinase.
Using a promoter library, glucokinase expression was varied with an attendant change in specific
growth rate and carbon flux. A model pathway was then constructed to utilize the redirected
carbon demonstrating that the efficiency of such pathways may be controlled through
glucokinase expression. Next, inducible antisense RNA and inverting genetic circuits were
developed to dynamically control glucokinase expression. With dynamic control, carbon was
redirected from endogenous processes only once sufficient cellular resources had accumulated,
further improving performance. In this manner, yields and titers of the model pathway were
increased with a concomitant decrease in acetate waste. Finally, elements of this system were
modeled to gain mechanistic insight and to establish a control envelope of viable expression and
production regimes.
This thesis represents one of the first reports of glucose redirection in E. coli and is an example
of the ongoing development of a relatively new paradigm in metabolic engineering: dynamic
flux control. With a glucose valve, the needs of cellular health and demands of heterologous
production may be balanced, enabling the development of efficient processes with glucose as a
sole carbon source for both cell growth and biochemical production. This ability to use a single
carbon source simplifies process design, lowering capital and operating costs. Furthermore, a
glucose valve has potential applications in the optimization of existing processes where carbon
is underutilized and wasted as fermentation products such as acetate.
Thesis Supervisor: Kristala L. J. Prather
Title: Theodore T. Miller Career Development Associate Professor
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
ABSTRACT
With increasing price volatility and a growing appreciation for more sustainable processes,
microbial chemical production has been tapped as a promising renewable alternative for the
generation of diverse, stereospecific compounds. Nonetheless, many attempts to generate
them are not yet economically viable. Due to the zero sum nature of microbial resources,
traditional strategies of pathway optimization are attaining minimal returns. This result is in
part a consequence of the gross changes in host physiology resulting from such efforts and
underscores the need for more precise and subtle forms of gene modulation. In this chapter,
alternative strategies and emerging paradigms to address this problem are described. Potential
solutions from the emerging field of synthetic biology are also highlighted. Using this
framework, a solution to the problem of glucose flux manipulation is proposed.
This chapter contains material adapted from:
Solomon, KV, Prather, KU. (2011) The zero-sum game of pathway optimization: Emerging
paradigms for tuning gene expression, Biotechnol. J. 6, 1064-1070.
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1.1.Motivation
Microbial production systems display a remarkable flexibility in the diversity and
enantioselectivity of the compounds that they can generate. These compounds have historically
been natural products such as ethanol, amino acids, acetone and antibiotics. However, with the
introduction of ever more sophisticated tools, a range of natural and unnatural products have
been made in engineered hosts including compounds such as hydroxyacids (1-3), isoprenoids (4,
5), polyketides (6, 7), and biopolymers (8, 9). While several of these processes have been
successfully commercialized (10-12), many remain economically infeasible and are the subject of
intense optimization efforts.
In optimizing microbial pathways, the objectives are to maximize product flux, yield and
selectivity. Traditionally, this problem has been approached by an analysis of the metabolic
pathway; branch points that lower product yield and selectivity (gene inactivation) are removed
and the flux of intermediates through the pathway (gene overexpression) is increased. The
power of such methods has improved tremendously with the advent of computational tools
such as Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) (13, 14) and bilevel optimization (15-17) to identify flux
bottlenecks. They are still, however, fundamentally constrained by the interconnectedness and
finite nature of microbial resources (Figure 1-1). Gene inactivations may necessitate media
supplementation, impair cellular function and are sometimes infeasible for non-linear
production pathways. Overexpression of pathway genes, on the other hand, comes at the
expense of endogenous ones due to consumption of common precursors and titration of cellular
machinery such as polymerases and ribosomes and may lead to growth inhibition, reduced
expression and even cell death (18-20). In certain hosts the heat shock response is stimulated
by protein overexpression (21, 22) further limiting the degree of overexpression possible.
Moreover, successfully overexpressing or knocking out genes does not guarantee improved
14
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productivity. Decoupling the native regulation of flux within the pathway in these ways may
lead to the accumulation of intermediates that can inhibit pathway enzymes (3, 23) or are
bacteriostatic (1, 24, 25). These challenges are not insurmountable, but they do underscore the
need for more tools in pathway optimization.
A 9
4 4
C?9
Figure 1-1| The zero sum challenges with traditional pathway optimization strategies.
In the original pathway (A), only one media supplement (yellow circle) is needed to generate product
(blue circle) and essential metabolites (aqua circle) in the cell (pink). However, gene inactivation (B)
necessitates additional supplementation to generate the essential metabolite while overexpression (C)
increases the pool of desired intermediate at the expense of expression and flux through the other
enzymatic steps potentially limiting growth. The sum of these effects on the host's health controls the
degree of success on overall pathway production. Metabolite flux is proportional to the line thickness
while metabolite pool size is represented by the circle area. Dashed lines indicate an absence of
metabolite flux/pools when compared to wildtype.
1.2.Potential strategies to pathway optimization
1.2.1. Downregulation of related pathways
Modulation of gene expression, such as downregulation of undesired branch points, has
been identified as a fruitful avenue for increased pathway productivity (16, 17). In contrast to
gene inactivation, downregulation offers the ability to redirect metabolite flux into production
pathways while maintaining sufficient flux for endogenous processes. Moreover, in cases of
drastic differences in catalytic efficiency of competing enzymes, it may prove more efficient than
15
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overexpression of pathway enzymes. Downregulation may be implemented in many different
ways. One promising method, amenable to implementation in a wide variety of hosts and
pathways, is the use of antisense RNA (asRNA) mediated inhibition of translation (26-30).
One such example of asRNA use in pathway optimization is found in the engineering of
Clostridium acetobutylicum. Predating the rise of petrochemical sources, C. acetobutylicum was
an industrially relevant source of solvents such as acetone and butantol (31) which it naturally
ferments as part of its lifecycle (32, 33). Recent volatility in the price of chemical feedstocks and
increasing concern regarding the sustainability of traditional chemical synthetic routes have led
to renewed interest in the species with a focus on controlling the distribution of products (27,
29, 34, 35). The Papoutsakis group used an asRNA approach to downregulate the CoA
transferase which catalyzes the formation of acetone (ctfAl) to shift these strains to a primarily
alcohologenic mode of production (ethanol and butanol), obtaining the highest ethanol titers
reported at the time in C. acetobutylicum (29, 34). Similar success has been reported for the
engineering of glutamate synthesis from Corynebacterium glutamicum. C. glutamicum is a
natural overproducer of amino acids and an industrial source of several of these including
glutamate (36) which is produced from the transamination of a-ketoglutarate, a citric acid cycle
intermediate. Utilizing an asRNA approach, Kim and coworkers (28) increased the cell specific
productivity of glutamate by inhibiting activity of 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase thereby
allowing sufficient flux of at-ketoglutarate through the citric acid cycle for energy production
while diverting additional precursors to increase glutamate synthesis. Finally, asRNA technology
has been utilized in the synthesis of cobalamin (Vitamin B12) in Bacillus megaterium to improve
titers and yields by 20% (30).
The use of downregulation extends beyond the realm of small molecule synthesis and
has similar applications in recombinant protein production where acetate has been established
16
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to have an inhibitory effect on specific protein expression and bacterial growth (37-40).
Controlling acetate production by inactivation of phosphotransacetylase (pta) or acetate kinase
(ackA) genes in E. coli, which shunt excess acetyl-CoA to acetate, has a deleterious effect on the
cellular redox state (40), carbon flux (41), and ultimately growth (41). Diverse solutions such as
process-based schemes (37) and metabolic engineering of the host to shunt the excess acetyl-
CoA to acetoin (39) have been developed to address the issue. Nonetheless, these solutions are
not scalable to all methods of culture and inhibit ATP synthesis by acetate secretion. Thus, Kim
and Cha (42) chose an antisense based scheme to minimize detrimental physiological effects.
Through minor antisense inhibition of ackA and pta, Kim and Cha were able to reduce acetate
formation by more than 20% while simultaneously observing a 60% improvement in the
production of green fluorescent protein with negligible impact on cellular growth.
In addition to these examples of asRNA inhibition, tools utilizing the effect of codon bias
on translation efficiency in C. glutamicum (43, 44), repressible promoters in S. cerevisiae (45-47)
and titrating inducible promoters in E. coli (48) have been used with great success to
downregulate competing pathways and increase product yields and/or titers. Moreover, the
last decade has seen intense efforts to regulate genes at the transcriptional and post
translational levels culminating in several novel methods such as regulated suppression of
amber mutations (49), inducible protein degradation (50), engineered allostery (51) and
ear><RecNum>111(52, 53). Despite the fact that many of these emerging technologies have yet
to mature and attain widespread adoption, particularly in an industrial context, the growing
interest in asRNA points to its relative ease of implementation. While unexplored in these
studies, another advantage of downregulation is the possibility of dynamic control of gene
expression.
17
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1.2.2. Dynamic Expression Profiles
When maximizing product titers and yields for industrial scale fermentation, carbon flux
is shifted from the normal balance of metabolic intermediates and shunted into the desired
product. This shift is frequently at odds with the goals of the cell, i.e. maintaining metabolite
flux levels and maximizing biomass. Thus, genetic alterations that alter metabolite flux will incur
a redistribution of metabolites to compensate for the change with some inhibition of growth.
Gadkar et al. (54) studied this issue in silico as it applied to glycerol and ethanol production. In
their work, they pursued a bilevel optimization strategy analogous to that of OptKnock (15)
where product titers are maximized subject to growth maximization and other physical
constraints to determine gene candidates for upregulation or deletion. However, unlike
OptKnock, they also optimized the timing of these genetic changes. For glycerol production,
simulations of a biphasic approach to gene expression resulted in a 30% improvement in titers
over a static strategy. Similarly, ethanol titers were improved by 40% over a static strategy and
90% over wildtype behavior. These cases and more were further studied by Anesiadis and
coworkers (55) with the simulated behavior of genetic elements from synthetic biology, as
opposed to instantaneous switching in expression, and came to a similar conclusion: dynamic
control of gene expression may be implemented to increase pathway productivity.
One of the first experimental demonstrations of this paradigm was elegantly performed
in 2000. In trying to produce lycopene in E. coli, Farmer and Liao (56) sought to overexpress 2
key rate limiting enzymes: phosphoenolpyruvate synthase (Pps), which controls the pool of a
glycolytic intermediate needed for lycopene biosynthesis, and isopentenyl diphosphate
isomerase (Idi), which pulls glycolytic intermediates into the lycopene biosynthetic pathway.
However, overexpressing them statically from a tac promoter hindered growth, yields and titers.
Thus, they engineered a gene circuit/metabolite control system in which expression of pps and
18
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idi was directly tied to the availability of acetyl phosphate, a proxy for glycolytic flux and cellular
health. Using this approach, they were able to overexpress these enzymes to higher levels than
that seen using a static approach while maintaining cellular viability and ultimately improve
titers by 50%, productivity three-fold and carbon yields by more than an order of magnitude.
Similar control systems have also been developed to drive protein expression through the use of
quorum sensing in E. coli (57, 58). Such systems allow for coordinated delayed induction across
multiple cellular populations in addition to transmitting the metabolic load state of the host (59)
thereby mitigating potential challenges associated with protein overexpression. Moreover, they
are modular and readily amenable to integration in complex circuits (57) where Boolean logic
and sensor functions can be implemented for tight pathway regulation in combination with
other strategies for cumulative effects. A hypothetical example of this is presented in Figure 1-2
where sensing and logic (AND) operations are used to drive expression of pathway genes and
product only when high cell densities and carbon flux are achieved.
1.2.3. Emerging paradigms: Synthetic Biology
With an eye towards the creation of sophisticated gene circuits and networks for both
pathway regulation and biosynthesis, the emerging discipline of synthetic biology has
established a paradigm of developing reusable modules or "parts" and "devices" to control gene
expression (60-62). Towards this end, libraries of sensors, control elements, promoters (63-65),
and ribosome binding sites (RBS) (66) among others have been developed. Many of these
libraries are curated within the Registry of Standard Biological Parts (http://partsregistry.org)
and are freely available to the community. Through these libraries of parts, network
components may be individually selected, tuned and regulated to achieve the necessary
phenotype.
19
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AHL
LuxR
GinAp2
A
gC Pathway
4..- genes
Central AND
Metabolism gate
Product
Figure 1-21 A hypothetical example of a complex regulatory circuit utilizing multiple modules or parts.
The LuxR/Luxl quorum sensing system (luxl not shown), mediated by N-acyl homoserine lactone (AHL), is
used to drive the expression of gInAp2, an acetyl phosphate (ACP) sensor (67). Sufficient carbon flux
through central metabolism will lead to accumulation of ACP. The presence of GInAp2 and ACP serve as
inputs to an AND gate (binding of ACP to GlnAp2) whose output is expression of pathway genes and,
ultimately, synthesis of product (triangles). Product is only produced when biomass and carbon flux is
high, i.e. from a healthy culture.
The rise of part libraries has also been accompanied by the development of computer
aided design (BioCAD) tools to facilitate the design of ever more complex circuits (68-72).
However, they are dependent on the availability of datasheets (73, 74) or other experimental
characterization to describe them which are typically context dependent and not readily
generalizable to all scenarios. Moreover, the current lack of generic insulators for these parts
results in feedback from downstream parts, or retroactivity (75), which can further perturb
performance from expectation. Nonetheless, there has been some success with the engineering
of systems from these libraries using both theoretical and experimental approaches. For
example, using an equilibrium statistical thermodynamic model, Salis and coworkers (76) were
able to evaluate the effects of the 5' UTR on translation culminating in the design of novel RBSs
able to achieve expression levels spanning 5 orders of magnitude. Their software tool,
20
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RBSCalculator (https://salis.psu.edu/software/), also allows for relative expression tuning of a
given sequence. Empirical and combinatorial approaches to the tuning of gene expression from
library components have also proven successful in optimizing yields of lycopene and mevalonate
production pathways (63, 77). Finally, a combination of both theoretical and experimental
characterization has been used to design and develop tuned systems with little post hoc
adjustment (78).
1.3.Scope of thesis
As described previously, one of the ongoing challenges of metabolic engineering is that
of flux optimization. In particular, when traditional paradigms such as pathway gene
overexpression or competing gene knockouts are infeasible, there are a dearth of tools
available. To that end, this thesis proposes a new device for this problem: a metabolite valve.
With a metabolite valve, engineers can dynamically tune the flux through the competing
pathway in such a way as to optimize pathway productivity and satisfy endogenous needs. Such
a device would be invaluable in contexts where glucose itself is taken from glycolysis and
redirected towards heterologous production. A glucose valve would enable the design of
glucose demanding heterologous pathways in systems where glucose is utilized as the sole
carbon source, potentially reducing operating costs and simplifying process design. Moreover, a
glucose valve would also allow for the optimization of existing pathways by reducing carbon
waste to fermentation byproducts such as acetate.
Valves may potentially take many forms. Examples of suitable control elements range
from self-splicing inteins (79) and riboregulators (53) to repressible promoters (45) and
antisense RNA (27). In this thesis, emphasis will be placed on elements developed with
synthetic biological applications in mind. The advantage of such an approach includes well
documented and curated parts with a rich and vibrant community of researchers for open
21
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discourse. With these tools, this thesis aims to develop and explore the potential of a glucose
valve. Specifically, the work presented in this dissertation will:
e Develop a host with the potential for glucose redirection
* Identify and validate a suitable control node for glucose redirection
e Develop and evaluate several methods of dynamic control of glucose flux
* Analyze and characterize the performance of such systems
1.4.Thesis Organization
This dissertation is organized around a single iteration of the engineering design process
(Figure 1-3). In Chapter 1, a survey of the literature has been presented that has defined the
problem of flux manipulation and detailed several promising strategies to its solution. In
Chapter 2, this problem statement is narrowed to that of glycolytic flux redirection. Here, a
ptsH/crr galp4 E. coli mutant is developed with glucokinase forming a viable control node for
glucose flux. System constraints such as the bounds of feasible glucokinase expression, its
effects on cellular physiology and potential for improved pathway productivity are explored.
Dynamic valve designs, such as antisense RNA and an inverting gene circuit, are proposed in
Chapter 3. Their ability to control glycolysis, dynamic behavior, and impact on the productivity
of a model heterologous pathway are also evaluated. In Chapter 4, the behavior of this system
is analyzed. Using theoretical models and experimental observations, insight is gained into the
inner workings of such a system and the potential of a glucose valve in the current context is
bounded. The findings of Chapters 2-4 are summarized in Chapter 5 with potential refinements
and future directions indicated.
22
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I
*
Figure 1-31 Thesis organization as the engineering design cycle
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CHAPTER 2
Tuning primary metabolism for heterologous
pathway productivity
ABSTRACT
Tuning expression of competing endogenous pathways has been identified as an effective
strategy in the optimization of heterologous production pathways. However, intervention at the
first step of glycolysis, where no alternate routes of carbon utilization exist, remains unexplored.
In this chapter we have engineered a viable E. coli host that decouples glucose transport and
phosphorylation enabling independent control of glucose flux to a heterologous pathway of
interest through glucokinase (g/k) expression. Using community sourced and curated
promoters, g/k expression was varied over a 3-fold range while maintaining cellular viability.
The effects of gik expression on the productivity of a model glucose-consuming pathway were
also studied. Through control of glycolytic flux we were able to explore a number of cellular
phenotypes and vary the yield of our model pathway by up to 2-fold in a controllable manner.
This chapter contains material adapted from:
Solomon, KV, Moon, TS, Ma, B, Sanders, TM, Prather, KJ. (2012) Tuning primary metabolism
for heterologous pathway productivity, ACS Synth. Biol., doi: 10.1021/sb300055e.
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2.1.Introduction
Metabolic engineering and microbial cell factories are powerful tools for the generation
of commodity (31, 80) and specialty (5, 46, 56) chemicals in a renewable manner. While new
advances have diversified the product portfolio from natural products such as amino acids and
acetone to unnatural products such as biopolymers (8, 9) and biofuels (81-84), there still
remains the challenge of making these pathways competitive with traditional chemical
synthesis. One solution to this problem is to maximize product flux, yield and selectivity by
removing competing enzymes at key pathway branchpoints and/or overexpressing pathway
enzymes. However, in cases where the competing enzyme is essential or its catalytic efficiency
(kcat/Km) is significantly greater than that of the production pathway, these methods may
necessitate more costly medium supplementation or ultimately prove ineffective. To address
these pitfalls, we examined a third strategy: tuning expression of the competing pathway.
Tuning endogenous gene expression has been previously identified as an effective
strategy to increase pathway productivity (16, 17) as it allows the balancing of endogenous
cellular needs with that of pathway efficiency. Through dynamic and static implementations,
such as codon substitution (43, 44), inducible/repressible promoters (45, 47), and antisense-
mediated gene silencing (28, 30), researchers have explored this strategy with varying degrees
of success. More recently, groups have begun to examine control of the nodes of central carbon
metabolism (85-88). However, there still exists a gap with regards to early intervention in
central metabolism where alternate routes of carbon utilization do not exist. More importantly,
the ability to introduce heterologous pathways that compete directly with central carbon
metabolism at these nodes remains unexplored. We thus set out to design a system where
glucose flux could be redirected from glycolysis and into a heterologous production pathway.
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Figure 2-1| Glycolytic uptake and utilization in wildtype E. coil and the modified host
In wildtype E. coili, glucose is primarily transported and phosphorylated through the PTS system (ptsHlcrr)
for consumption in endogenous processes. In the modified host, constructed here, glucose transport is
decoupled from phosphorylation allowing the diversion of glucose into heterologous production
pathways. Mg|ABC - 0-methyl galactoside transport system encoded by mg/BAC; GaIP - Galctose
permease encoded by ga/P; PTS - glucose and mannose specific components of the phosphoenolpyruvate
phosphotransferase system encoded by ptsHlcrr; Gik - glucokinase encoded by g/k; PEP -
phosphoenolpyruvate.
The first step of glucose metabolism is transport into the cell and phosphorylation for
entry into glycolysis (Figure 2-1). In wildtype E. coili, this is accomplished predominantly by the
phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP):carbohydrate phosphotransferase system (PTS) (89-91) where
glucose is translocated across the cellular membrane and simultaneously phosphorylated to
glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) with the consumption of one PEP. G6P is subsequently oxidized in
glycolysis to provide ATP and other valuable metabolite precursors. This phosphorylation step,
however, reduces the amount of free glucose available as a substrate for heterologous
production pathways. Furthermore, the coupling of glucose transport and phosphorylation in
PTS makes it unsuitable as a modulation target for the redirection of free glucose. There are,
however, two other known pathways of glucose uptake. Alternative glucose transporters
include the low affinity galactose:H+ symporter GalP and the ATP-dependent MgIABC system,
which are able to internalize glucose in an unphosphorylated state (92) while the ATP-
dependent glucokinase (Glk) is able to phosphorylate glucose for glycolysis (93). Several studies
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have further demonstrated that wildtype-like growth rates may be recovered in minimal
medium supplemented with glucose in the absence of PTS when GaIP is overexpressed (94-96).
In such a host, glucose transport is decoupled from phosphorylation, allowing for intracellular
redirection of glycolytic flux (Figure 2-1).
In this study, we hypothesized that the downregulation of glucokinase would allow for
the redirection of free glucose into a competing heterologous pathway (Figure 2-1). Using the
well characterized Anderson promoter library (http://partsregistry.org, Parts J23100-J23119),
we created a family of mutants with varying expression of glucokinase and examined the limits
of cell viability. We then evaluated the effect of expression level on the productivity of a model
pathway, the one step oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid, a top value added commodity
chemical from biomass used in a variety of industrial processes (97, 98). In this manner, we
demonstrated that control of primary metabolism over a 3-fold range is indeed possible with
the potential to control heterologous pathway productivity.
2.2.Results and Discussion
2.2.1. Generation of a tunable glucose flux platform
To enable control of intracellular glucose flux, it was necessary to generate a PTS- Glu*
phenotype. We achieved this in E. coli DH10B by first deleting the ptsH/crr operon encoding
components of the glucose/mannose specific permeases and constituents of the cascade
involved in transferring a phosphoryl group from PEP to glucose (26). As expected, the deletion
resulted in a Glu~ phenotype. To restore growth on glucose, galP was upregulated with the
introduction of the strong constitutive lac/ promoter (Part J56015 from the Registry of Standard
Biological Parts, http://partsregistry.org) to replace the native ga/P promoter. Native regulation
of ga/P was also removed by silent mutations of the ORF to disrupt internal GalS and GaIR
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repressor binding sites (99, 100) (see Table 2-4 for specific mutations). The resulting strain,
KTSO22, was able to recover over 60% of the parent strain's specific growth rate in glucose
supplemented minimal medium (Figure 2-2) and attain similar final ODs. When bearing a
plasmid, a typical requirement for the expression of a heterologous pathway, specific growth
rates were indistinguishable between the two strains (Figure 2-2).
0.6-
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Figure 2-21 Growth rate recovery of AptsHlcrr galP, mutants
Specific growth rate of PTS~ Glu* strain (KTSO22) and its parent strain (DH10B) with and without a plasmid
(pBAD30) in M9(0.4% glucose). Plasmid bearing strains are indicated with gray bars. pBAD30 is a medium
copy plasmid (p15A) constitutively expressing beta lactamase (AmpR). Graph depicts average ± standard
deviation of duplicate cultures from independent experiments.
2.2.2. Range of in vivo expression of gik
A family of glucokinase (gik) expression mutants (KTSx22) that enabled the exploration
of the viable range of Glk activity was generated in the PTS~ Glu* background. The native FruR
regulatory binding sequence was disrupted by substitution with a sequence that had little
homology to the noted consensus sequence (101) to remove endogenous regulation (Consensus
sequence: RS I TGAAWC SNTHHW -> Mutated sequence: TA GATTCA AACGGG). The primary
native promoter (P1) (102-104) was also replaced with a member from the Anderson promoter
library to tune Glk expression. These mutations (Figure 2-3 & Table 2-1) were first generated
with PCR site-directed mutagenesis and cloned into pKD13 between Sall sites before being
introduced into the chromosome at the native locus by A-Red mediated recombination (105).
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Figure 2-31 Glucokinase expression family construction
a) Schematic of mutations introduced. b) Sequence surrounding the 5' UTR of the glucokinase expression
family. The FruR binding site (underlined) was first replaced with a sequence of minimal homology to the
natural consensus sequence (double underlined). The overlapping promoters (italicized) of glk were
disrupted and the primary promoter, P1 (bold), replaced with a promoter from the Anderson library
(J23xxx). The start codon of Glk is noted in lowercase green letters. Chromosomal location relative to a
MG1655 chromosome is noted on the left.
Table 2-1 Glucokinase expression family promoter sequences
Family members and their constitutive promoter part names, relative strengths and sequences as
annotated in the Registry of Standard Biological Parts, grou'ped and ordered by origin and relative
strength. Sequence variations relative to J23100 have been highlighted in bold.
Relative Strength
N/A
1.000
0.331
0.152
0.101
0.064
0.042
0.008
0.004
Sequence
GTTGTTGTTA
TTGACGGCTA
TTTACGGCTA
TTTATAGCTA
TTTATGGCTA
TTGACAGCTA
TTTACAGCTA
CTGATGGCTA
CTGATAGCTA
TGCCCCCAGG
GCTCAGTCCT
GCTCAGTCCT
GCTCAGCCCT
GCTCAGTCCT
GCTCAGTCCT
GCTCAGTCCT
GCTCAGTCCT
GCTCAGTCCT
TATTACAGTG
AGGTACAGTG
AGGTACAATG
TGGTACAATG
AGGTACAATG
AGGGATTGTG
AGGGACTGTG
AGGGATTATG
AGGGATTATG
With the construction of the glucokinase expression family completed, the range of Glk
activities that were achievable with the Anderson library variants was determined. The full
dynamic range of the KTSx22 family was characterized using glycerol as a carbon source,
minimizing concern for the impact of Glk expression on carbon metabolism and physiology. As
anticipated, increasing relative promoter strength led to an increase in Glk activity (Figure 2-4a)
over a log range. However, at high promoter strengths, the cultures grew very slowly with two
family members (KTS322 and KTS522) requiring twice as much time to reach late exponential
phase (OD600 ~1.0). Moreover, these constructs also displayed a lower than expected activity
given their promoter strength. Hypothesizing a metabolic burden, the relative mRNA levels of
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Strain
KTSO22
KTS322
KTS522
KTS722
KTS922
KTS622
KTS822
KTS1022
KTS1122
Part Name
Native
J23100
J23110
J23115
J23114
J23117
J23109
J23113
J23112
TGA
CTAGC
CTAGC
CTAGC
CTAGC
CTAGC
CTAGC
CTAGC
CTAGC
2.2.2 Range of in vivo expression of glk
gik were determined by qRT-PCR. While mRNA levels scaled well with Glk activity at low and
intermediate promoter strengths, the qRT-PCR data was unable to explain the reduced activity
of KTS522 (promoter strength = 0.33) suggesting an issue at the translational level. Possible
explanations for this discrepancy include ribosome saturation or insufficient energy (GTP/ATP)
available to meet the translational demand. A decrease in mRNA expression for KTS322
(promoter strength = 1.00) relative to KTS522 was also noted (Figure 2-4a), suggesting an
additional transcriptional burden at extremely high expression levels.
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Figure 2-41 Expression family activity data
a) Glucokinase activity and mRNA expression relative to the native promoter as a function of promoter
activity in M9(0.4% glycerol). Region boundaries depicted are arbitrary, based on observed trends. b)
Specific growth rate as a function of Glk activity in M9(1.5% glucose) of the healthy glucose viable
mutants. Wildtype activity is indicated by an open triangle in Panel B. Figures depict average ± standard
deviation of triplicate cultures from a representative experiment.
Only relatively low expression levels of Glk are viable when the family is grown in
minimal medium supplemented with glucose (Figure 2-4a). These mutants correspond to the
weakest promoters found in the Anderson promoter library with a promoter strength of only
0.06 (KTS622) being roughly equivalent to wildtype Glk expression. Within the viable regime,
Glk activity spanned a 3-fold range from 0.15-0.48 units per mg total protein (U/mg) or roughly
0.5-2x that of wildtype Glk activity (0.28 U/mg). This range was noticeably smaller than the
corresponding span of 0.01-0.42 U/mg seen in glycerol supplemented medium. Unlike the
experiments in glycerol, however, there is a direct correlation between Glk activity and specific
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growth rate which is approximately linear (Figure 2-4b), suggesting that Glk is indeed controlling
growth and thus glycolytic flux. Despite the range of activities and growth rates in glucose
supplemented medium, all viable mutants attained a similar final OD600. This observation is in
stark contrast to previous attempts to control central carbon metabolism and/or cellular
phenotype where the final OD600, and not specific growth rate, is affected (86, 106). In those
studies, however, metabolism was modulated at nodes where alternate, but inefficient, routes
of carbon utilization exist. In such strains, it is anticipated that the biomass yield on glucose is
reduced leading to reduced biomass accumulation.
KTS322 and KTS522, which were noted to be subject to high transcriptional and
translational burdens, were not viable in glucose supplemented medium. Similarly, a
transitional regime was identified encompassing KTS722 (promoter strength = 0.15) which
showed weak growth and was only able to attain a quarter of the maximum OD600 observed in
the healthier, lower expressing strains (data not shown). Given the ATPase activity of Glk in the
presence of glucose, we hypothesized that at these high levels of glucose phosphorylation,
glycolysis is saturated and the cell consumes ATP much faster than it can be regenerated
aerobically. Indeed, an 02 respiration limit of ~16 mmol/hr/g dcw has been suggested (107),
potentially due to membrane space constraints in accommodating the respiratory chain (108).
Performing a stoichiometric analysis of ATP generation and consumption by central carbon
metabolism, including the energetic costs in energizing the membrane, consumption of some
carbon for biomass rather than energy and the dissipation of excess energy through futile cycles
(109, 110), suggests that the ATPase activity of Glk at these expression levels exceeds the
aerobic ATP regeneration limit of the cell and results in arrested growth. Factoring in the
increased energy demand for DNA replication, protein synthesis and lipid biosynthesis with
increasing Glk and growth rate (Figure 2-4b) (111) reveals that the transitional regime of cellular
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health approaches this energetic limit, potentially explaining the reduced biomass production
(see §4.2 for details).
2.2.3. Glk expression controls gluconate productivity
Having established the dynamic range of Glk activities possible, we then probed the
efficiency with which the glucose viable strains could synthesize a small molecule product that
competes with Glk for glucose as a substrate. The single step oxidation of glucose to gluconic
acid (gluconate), catalyzed by glucose dehydrogenase (Gdh) with the consumption of one
NAD(P)+, was selected. Gdh was expressed in a gluconate catabolism negative background (idnK
gntK, named KTSx221G) (112, 113) to facilitate accumulation of product. Preliminary studies
with a related gntK idnKDO background showed that Gdh catalyzed the generation of gluconate
in E. coli with KTSO22 showing an approximate 100% increase in gluconate productivity relative
to its DH10B PTS* parent (data not shown). In KTSO221G, the accumulation of gluconic acid is
thermodynamically favored (47); however, small amounts may be reversibly reduced to 5-keto-
gluconic acid.
Gdh was expressed at one of three induction levels from a high copy, IPTG-inducible
pTrc99-derived vector. To minimize issues with synchronization due to the strain family's wide
range of growth rates, these vectors were induced upon inoculation. Preliminary studies
showed no differences in the results obtained in this manner as compared to more traditional
protocols where cultures are induced prior to the onset of stationary phase. After 72 h, the
cultures were assayed for Gdh activity, growth and titers of several major fermentation products
(Table 2-2). Induction level appeared to have a strong effect on cellular growth, expression and
titers. We observed an inverse correlation between final OD and induction for mutants
expressing Glk significantly below wildtype levels. This effect may be attributed to the
metabolic burden of expression and reduced carbon flux through Glk for endogenous activities.
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The burden of induction also manifested in the ability of the mutants to express Gdh, with most
strains exhibiting maximum Gdh expression at lower induction levels. Counterintuitively,
although not unexpectedly (19), the highest Gdh activity observed did not correspond with the
highest product titers. These titers, ~ 5 g/l, were obtained at intermediate Gdh expression levels
at the lowest induction tested (10 pM). At this induction level, all strains tested produced
significant amounts of gluconate (~1.7- 5 g/I).
Table 2-21 Titers of the major fermentation products
Final OD600, and titers of gluconate (Gnt), its reduced form (5-ketogluconate, 5KG), acetate and glucose
consumed at 72 h as a function of Gdh and ordered by increasing
least 2 parallel cultures are reported with standard deviations given
Glk expression. Average values of at
in parentheses. 50 ml of culture were
grown in M9(1.5% Glucose) at 37 *C.
IPTG Gdh Estimateda Titers GlucoseStrain Final OD600  Activity GIk Activity Gnt 5KG Acetate ConsumedM] U/mg] [U/mg] [g/L] [g/L] [g/L] [g/L]
KTS8221G 1.56 (0.15) 15.2 (2.3) 0.23 (0.04) 2.61 (0.09) 0.32 (0.01) ND 6.01 (0.27)
KTS10221G 1.34 (0.17) 10.9 (0.2) 0.27 (0.03) 2.69 (0.26) 0.28 (0.03) ND 5.19 (0.59)
KTS6221G 10 1.73 (0.27) 23.5 (1.0) 0.30 (0.02) 5.00 (0.21) 0.37 (0.07) 0.79 (0.00) 10.05 (0.01)
KTSO221Gb 1.58 (0.23) 21.2 (0.5) 0.33 (0.02) 4.88 (0.31) 0.38 (0.07) 0.41 (0.04) 10.25 (0.03)
KTS9221G 1.12 (0.06) 5.7 (0.1) 0.50 (0.03) 1.71 (0.06) 0.20 (0.02) 0.67 (0.09) 7.98 (0.01)
KTS8221G 0.27 (0.16) ND 0.23 (0.04) 0.16 (0.01) 0.03 (0.02) 0.12 (0.12) ND
KTS10221G 0.66 (0.31) 0.8 (0.7) 0.27 (0.03) 0.21 (0.04) 0.10 (0.01) 0.17 (0.08) 1.34 (0.58)
KTS6221G 25 1.37 (0.04) 33.0 (1.7) 0.30 (0.02) 3.30 (0.11) 0.47 (0.12) 0.71 (0.09) 9.00 (0.09)
KTSO22IGb 1.91 (0.36) 31.8 (3.5) 0.33 (0.02) 4.13 (0.48) 0.31 (0.02) 0.49 (0.09) 10.25 (0.89)
KTS9221G 0.98 (0.07) 22.2 (1.2) 0.50 (0.03) 1.72 (0.07) 0.21 (0.08) 0.64 (0.04) 7.51 (0.06)
KTS8221G 0.06 (0.02) ND 0.23 (0.04) ND 0.01 (0.00) ND ND
KTS10221G 0.10 (0.02) ND 0.27 (0.03) ND 0.02 (0.01) ND ND
KTS6221G 100 1.57 (0.40) 19.2 (1.0) 0.30 (0.02) 3.04 (0.14) 0.50 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 6.57 (0.01)
KTSO221Gb 1.13 (0.08) 15.2 (0.5) 0.33 (0.02) 1.30 (0.04) 0.11 (0.02) ND 3.35 (0.01)
KTS9221G 1.09 (0.24) 27.2 (0.1) 0.50 (0.03) 2.95 (0.55) 0.22 (0.01) 0.22 (0.01) 6.28 (0.35)
a Glk activity of the plasmid-free parental strain. Due to the assay chemistry, Glk activity is
indistinguishable from Gdh when both are present.
b Wildtype Glk expression
ND - not detected or statistically insignificant (measured range encompasses zero)
Examining titers more closely at specific induction levels, trends are more difficult to
discern as gluconate production is a non-linear function of cellular phenotype, namely, Gdh and
Glk levels as well as intracellular glucose, NAD(P)* and ATP pools. The high variability in cellular
phenotype across strains and induction levels is echoed in the acetate levels (Table 2-2),
typically indicative of excess carbon flux and/or cellular stress. However, if we evaluate the
conversion of glucose to gluconate and 5-ketogluconate as a function of Glk activity (Figure 2-5),
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trends begin to emerge despite variations in these other parameters. At the lowest induction
level tested, which generated the highest product titers and gluconate yields, there is a clear
inverse correlation between gluconate yield and Glk activity with gluconate yields doubling to
more than 0.5 mol of gluconate per mol glucose while Glk activity is decreased ~50% going from
KTS9221G to KTS10221G (0.50-0.27 U/mg). However, as we decreased Glk activity further (i.e.,
KTS8221G - 0.23 U/mg), there appeared to be a slight decrease in yield, likely due to the limited
availability of intracellular resources and compromises in cellular health. At the next induction
level tested, 25 p.M, a similar pattern emerges where there is a 50% increase in yield with only
40% decrease in Glk activity (0.5-0.3 U/mg). Further suppression of Glk compromises
production in KTS10221G (0.27 U/mg) and impairs production and growth of KTS8221G (0.23
U/mg) altogether, presumably due to the increased metabolic burden of Gdh expression with
reduced carbon flux. At the highest induction level tested, the trends disappear altogether and
both KTS8221G and KTS10221G show negligible growth. We hypothesize that at this high level of
induction, the metabolic burden begins to impinge on the health of all the strains tested
resulting in poor growth and/or pathway limitations other than glucose availability.
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Figure 2-51 Gluconate molar yield on glucose at 72 h as a function of Glk activity and IPTG induction
Gluconate molar yield represents the yield of the major gluconate derived species (gluconate (Gnt) and 5-
ketogluconate (5KG)). Plots represent averages ± standard deviations of at least 2 parallel cultures in a
representative experiment. Due to the similar assay chemistries, Glk activity cannot be measured in the
presence of Gdh. Estimated Glk activities presented here represent those of the host strain in the
absence of any plasmid.
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2.3.Summary & Concluding Remarks
In this study, we generated a family of g/k expression mutants through the use of
promoters found in the Anderson promoter library. Only the weakest promoters in this
collection, with relative strengths ranging from 0.008-0.101 were found to be viable in minimal
medium supplemented with glucose. Within this range, however, growth rate was controlled
from 38-141% of wildtype with a corresponding 3-fold change in Glk activity (0.15 -0.48 U/mg).
Despite the diversity of specific growth rates possible, we were able to achieve comparable
levels of biomass accumulation. Moreover, in this library, we were able to identify an upper
bound to glucose utilization through Glk of at least twice that of wildtype levels. As we moved
beyond this limit, cells failed to grow and/or attain maximal cell density which we hypothesize is
due to the unregulated ATPase activity of Glk. Similarly, we suspect that there is a floor to Glk
activity based on the observed correlation of growth rate and Glk activity.
Within this Glk family, we were then able to examine the ability of the cell to redirect
glucose to a heterologous pathway. Over a subset of Glk activities, there is a clear inverse
correlation between endogenous glucose utilization and the efficiency of a model pathway
suggesting successful redirection of carbon flux. However, reducing endogenous metabolism
also had the deleterious effect of reducing metabolic flexibility, the ability of the cell to support
exogenous loads. At high induction levels, impaired cells failed to grow or express recombinant
protein. Moreover, while product molar yield increased with decreasing Glk, these increases
were not necessarily reflected in improved titers, suggesting that the metabolic burden imposed
on these metabolically inflexible cells had an uncharacterized impact on other intracellular
parameters such as glucose uptake rate and cofactor pools. The existence of these inferred
effects implies that there exists a more complex relationship than that between carbon flux
redirection and biomass production (specific growth rate). This issue, however, may potentially
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be addressed by a more dynamic 'valve' or 'switch' (54, 55, 85, 86, 88, 106) which allows cells to
accumulate the necessary endogenous components to support production before flux
redirection is implemented.
Despite these challenges and limitations, we were able to create a microbial host that
allows for the incorporation of unphosphorylated glucose directly into heterologous production
pathways enabling the creation of unnatural pathways. The existence of community sourced
and, more importantly, curated tools, in this case the Anderson Promoter Library, proved to be
invaluable in allowing us to probe the glucose utilization landscape and identify general viability
regimes. In spite of its 2-log range, however, the number of weak promoters available limited
our ability to precisely identify and define phenotypic boundaries. Nonetheless, with this
library, we were able to demonstrate not only the ability to redirect carbon and control product
conversion yields, but examine the flexibility of cells to tolerate perturbations in central carbon
metabolism without alternate routes of carbon flux.
2.4.Methods
2.4.1. Strains and plasmids
E. coli strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 2-3. All molecular
biology manipulations were carried out according to standard practices (114). Chromosomal
manipulations were achieved through -Red mediated recombination (105, 115) using pKD46
(105) or a derivative containing recA (see Appendix Al). Sequence specific mutations (e.g.
promoter replacements, binding site disruption) were introduced either directly through the
primers used for PCR generation of the recombination cassette (Table 2-4) or first cloned into
the suicide vector pKD13 (105) (CGSC, New Haven, CT) between Sall sites using standard
techniques before PCR amplification. In all cases, the kan selection cassette was cured from the
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final mutants with FLP recombinase expressed from pCP20 (CGSC) (105, 116). The plasmid
pTrc99ACm-gdh, containing genes for the expression of glucose dehydrogenase (gdh, EC
1.1.1.47) from B. subtilis (117), was used to enable gluconic acid production. The vector
pTrc99ACm was generated by first PCR amplifying cat (CmR) from pMMB206 (118) (ATCC,
Manassas, VA), then blunt ligating the fragment with pTrc99A (119) linearized with Scal,
disrupting bla (AmpR). gdh was then amplified from B. subtilis genomic DNA with the addition of
appropriate restriction sites and inserted between the Xbal and HindIll sites of pTrc99ACm. All
mutants were identified and isolated by colony PCR with appropriate primers; knock-ins and
other sequence specific mutations were further verified with sequencing and restriction digests
of colony PCR products. PCR amplifications were performed with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA
Polymerase (NEB, Ipswich, MA) and oligonucleotides from Sigma-Genosys (St. Louis, MO; Table
2-4). All plasmids were cloned and propagated in E. coli DH1OB (Invitrogen, now Life
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) with the exception of pKD13-derived plasmids which were
propagated in EC100D pir-116 (Epicentre Biotechnologies, Madison, WI).
Table 2-31 Main strains and plasmids used
Name Relevant Genotype Source
E. coli strains
F mcrA A(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC)< p80acZAM15
Electromax D H10B AlacX74 recAl endAl araD139 N(ara, leu)7697 galU Invitrogen
Transformax EC100D pir-116
KTS002
KTSx22 family
KTSx221G family
Plasmids
pBAD30
pCP20
pTrc99ACm-gdh
pKD13
pKD46
pKD46RecA
con = Anderson library promoter
galK A rpsL nupG
As above, pir-116(DHFR)
DH10lB LptsH/crr
As above, Pgik::Pcon* galP
As above, AgntKAidnK
p15A, bla (Am pR)
0 pr Rep", bla(Am pR) cat(CmR), X c1857 (ts); k Pr FLP
ColE1(pBR322) ori, cat (CmR), lac, Ptrc gdh
oriRy; bla(Am pR), kan
oriR101, repA101t , bla (Am pR), araC, ParaB AyAjQ2 exo
As above, recA
Epicentre
Biotechnologies
This study
This study
This study
(120)
CGSC #7629
This study
CGSC #7633
CGSC #7739
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Name Sequence 5'
Glk mutant construction & integration
glklFruR
gIk2_J23100
gfk2J23110
glk2J23117
g/k2J23115
glk2_J23109
g/k2_J23114
g/k2J23113
gIk2_J23112
glkkan
J23100_insert
J23110_insert
J23117_insert
J23115_insert
J23109_inset
J23114_insert
J23113_insert
J23112_insert
ptsHlcrr deletionb
pts-For-1s'
pts-Rev-1" t
pts-For-2 nd
pts-Rev-2"d
Qa/P mutationc
gaIP-For-15t
ga/P-Rev-14
ga/P-For-2
ga/P-Rev-2nd
ga/P-For-Rep
ga/P-Rev-Rep
CTATGTCGACTAGATTCAAACGGGGTAATTGTGTGACCCAGA
CTATGTCGACGCTAGCACTGTACCTAGGACTGAGCTAGCCGTCAAGCCGGAAAGGCA
CTATGTCGACGCTAGCATTGTACCTAGGACTGAGCTAGCCGTAAAGCCGGAAAGGCA
CTATGTCGACGCTAGCACAATCCCTAGGACTGAGCTAGCTGTCAAGCCGGAAAGGCA
CTATGTCGACGCTAGCATTGTACCAAGGGCTGAGCTAGCTATAAAGCCGGAAAGGCA
CTATGTCGACGCTAGCACAGTCCCTAGGACTGAGCTAGCTGTAAAGCCGGAAAGGCA
CTATGTCGACGCTAGCATTGTACCTAGGACTGAGCTAGCCATAAAGCCGGAAAGGCA
CTATGTCGACGCTAGCATAATCCCTAGGACTGAGCTAGCCATCAGGCCGGAAAGGCA
CTATGTCGACGCTAGCATAATCCCTAGGACTGAGCTAGCTATCAGGCCGGAAAGGCA
CTAT TCCTTA TGCGGGGTCAGATACTTAGTTTGCCCAGC7TGCAAAAAGGCATCGCTGCAATTGGTGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC
CACATCACCGACTAATGCATACTTTGTCAT TCTTCAACTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAAATAATTCTTTGCTAGCACTGTACCTAGGACTGAGCTA
CACATCACCGACTA ATGCATACT TTGTCA TTCTTCAA CTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAA ATAAT TCTTTGCTAGCATTGTACCTAGGACTGAGCTA
CA CATCACCGACTA ATGCA TACTTTGTCATTCTTCAA CTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAA ATA ATTC7TTGCTAGCACAATCCCTAGGACTGA
CACATCACCGACTAATGCATACTT TGTCAT TCTTCAACTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAAATAATTCTTTGCTAGCATTGTACCAAGGGCT
CACATCACCGACTAATGCATACTTTGTCATTCTTCAACTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAAATAATTCTTTGCTAGCACAGTCCCTAGGACTGA
CA CATCACCGACTA ATGCATACTTTG TCATTCTCA ACTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAA ATAAT TCTTTGCTAGCATTGTACCTAGGACTGAGCTA
CACATCACCGACTAATGCATACTTTGTCATTCTTCAACTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAAATAATTCTTTGCTAGCATAATCCCTAGGACTGAGC
CACATCACCGACTAATGCATACTTTGTCATTCTTCAACTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAAATAAT TCTTTGCTAGCATAATCCCTAGGACTGAGC
TTAGTTCCACAACACTAAACCTATAAGTTGGGGAAATACAGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC
TGATGCGGATAACCGGGGTTTCACCCACGGTTACGCTACCTCCGTCGACCTGCAGTTCG
GCTAACAATACAGGCTAAAGTCGAACCGCCAGGCTAGACTTTAGTTCCACAACACTAAACCTATAAGTTG
CCGATGGGCGCCATTT1TCACTGCGGCAAGAATTACTTCTTGATGCGGATAACCGGGGT
TGGTGCAAAACCTTTCGCGGTATGGCATGATAGCGCCCACAATAAAAAATAACCATATTGGAGGGCATC
ACCTGCGATAACGCCGATATCCAGGCCAAAGAGTAATCCCGCCAGAG
GTCGACTGGTGCAAAACC1TTCGCGG
GTCGACACCTGCGATAACGCCGATAT
AATTATTTTCATGCACTTAAATCATAACTAAGATAAATGTGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC
AGTAA TCTGGA TFCA TCTGCAA TAAACGGCAGTGCACCTGCGA TAACGCCGA T AT
I)
U,
U,
4-
#A-o
0a,
0.D
0
00
-3''a
Gluconate catabolism deletion
didnKF AAAT TATTATGCCGCCAGGCGTAGTATCGCAGCAGGTAAGATGA TTCAGGAGA TT TTAAAGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC
didnKR CAGCATGTGCGCGACGGTAAGGCGCGTTACCGCGTGGTGTTGAAAGCCGATT17TTGAAAATCCGTCGACCTGCAGTT
gntKF2 CTGATA TTGTCCGGCTGGACAATGTTACCGATAACAGTTACCCGTAACA1111MAATTCTTGTATTGTGGGGGCACCACTGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC
gntKR2 ATACGCGCCTTCATGACTAAAAACAGCAGCAGTAAAACAGACCCTACTGCTGTTAAAACAAGCGTTAATGTAGTCACTACTCCGTCGACCTGCAGTT
Gdh cloning
ForCm-pMMB206 TGGTGTCCCTGTTGATACC
Rev Cm pMMB206 CGCTTATGGCAGAGCAG
For gdhsubtilis TACATATAAGTCTAGATAACAAATGGAGGAGGATG
Revgdhsubtilis CAAGTAACTAAAGCTTTCATGTCTGGGTCGCT
Colony PCR & Sequencing
002checkF (pts) GCTAACAATACAGGCTAAAGTCGAAC
002checkR (pts) CCGATGGGCGCC
022checkF (gaiP) AATTATTTTCATGCACTTAAATC
022checkR (galP) GTAATCTGGAATTCATCTGC
glkchkF AAAAGGCATCGCTGCAAT
gikasfor500 CTATGAATTCCTATTCGGCGCAAAATCAAC
gikasfor1O CTATGAATTCAATAGGTCTTAGCCTGCGAG
gntchkF AAGTAGCTCACACTTATACACTTAAG
gntchkR TGACTAAAAACAGCAGCAG
idnchkF GTGAAATTATTATGCCGC
idnchkR TGACTAAAAACAGCAGCAG
Introduced mutations (promoters or other) are in boldface type; homologous sequences for recombination are underlined and italicized; restriction sites used
for cloning are underlined.
aAll oligonucleotides purchased from Sigma-Genosys, St. Louis, MO.
bPCR for the ptsHlcrr deletion cassette performed in two stages where a 2 round of PCR was used to increase the degree of homology to facilitate
recombination.
galP mutations performed in 3 parts: mutations were introduced in the first round before a Sall site was added for cloning into pKD13. The final primer set
(galP-xxx-Rep) was then used to generate the linear DNA cassette for recombination.
cG)
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2.4.2 Culture conditions
2.4.2. Culture conditions
For construction, strains were propagated in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium at 370C (30 0C for
intermediate recombination steps). Temperature sensitive plasmids were cured at 420C. All
experimental cultures were grown at 37*C in M9 minimal medium supplemented with 0.8 mM
L- leucine and either glucose or glycerol as indicated. For all experiments, starter cultures were
grown to an OD measured at a wavelength of 600 nm (OD600 ) of at least 0.2 before being
transferred to a 50 ml culture in a flask of the same media. For experiments involving Gdh, IPTG
was added as indicated to both the starter culture and 50 ml flasks at inoculation. In enzyme
activity and qRT-PCR studies, 50 ml shake flasks were inoculated to a final OD600 of 0.001 and 5
ml samples were taken at approximately OD600O0.5 for flasks supplemented with glucose or
OD60 0~.0 for flasks supplemented with glycerol. These samples were then pelleted and stored
at -20 0C until assayed. For gluconate experiments, shake flasks were inoculated to a final OD600
of 0.005 with M9 medium supplemented with glucose and monitored for 72 h before samples
were taken and clarified by centrifugation. The supernatant was then stored at 40C until HPLC
analysis. As appropriate, the antibiotics ampicillin, kanamycin and chloramphenicol were used
at concentrations of 100 pg/ml, 25 ptg/ml and 34 pg/ml, respectively.
2.4.3. Quantification of mRNA levels
Total RNA from culture samples grown in M9 medium supplemented with glycerol were
extracted using the illustra RNAspin Mini Isolation Kit (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Piscataway,
NJ) with an on-column DNasel treatment following the kit protocol. Using the QuantiTect
Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) according to manufacturer's instructions, 0.5 pg
of total RNA was treated to remove trace DNA contamination before cDNA was synthesized with
random primers. The synthesized cDNA was then amplified with primers g/k qPCR_for (5'-
TTGCGGGCGGTATCGT-3') and g/k qPCR rev (5'-GGAAACCGGAGGCTTTGAAG-3') in a qPCR
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reaction with Brilliant il Sybr Green High ROX QPCR Mix (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA)
on an ABI 7300 Real Time PCR System instrument (Applied Biosystems, currently Life
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Transcript levels were quantified in duplicate with appropriate no-
template and no-RT controls and are relative to that of native g/k expression levels (KTS022) as
determined from a standard curve. Reported levels are the averages of triplicate flasks, each
measured in duplicate.
2.4.4. Enzyme activity assays
All enzyme activity assays were performed on crude lysates generated by resuspending
frozen cell pellets in 500 pl of 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH=8.0) and sonicating at ~ 8 W in 5 x 5 s pulses
on ice. The resulting lysates were clarified by centrifugation before being used as follows.
Glucokinase (Glk) activity was measured in a coupled enzymatic assay as first described by
DiPietro and Weinhouse (121). Glk phosphorylates glucose in the presence of ATP to glucose-6-
phosphate. Glucose-6-phosphate is in turn oxidized to 6-phospho-D-gluconate by glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) with the generation of a spectrophotometric NADPH signal
at 340 nm. One unit of Glk activity will phosphorylate 1.0 pmole/min of D-glucose at pH 7.5 and
room temperature in the presence of 3.33 U/ml G6PDH, 60 mM Tris-HCI, 20 mM magnesium
chloride, 8.0 mM ATP, 12.0 mM glucose and 0.9 mM NADP*. Glucose dehydrogenase (Gdh)
activity was measured directly from the oxidation of glucose to gluconolactone with the
production of a NADH signal at 340 nm (122). One unit of Gdh activity oxidizes 1.0 pmole/min
of D-glucose at pH 7.6 at room temperature in 60 mM potassium phosphate buffer and 0.67
mM NAD*. As Gdh is able to accept NAD* and NADP* as cofactors (123) with the generation of a
common spectrophotometric signal at 340 nm, Glk activity cannot be measured independently
in the presence of Gdh. All enzyme activities were normalized by total protein levels as
measured in a modified Bradford assay described by Zor & Selinger (124).
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2.4.5. Metabolite analysis
Culture supernatant was analyzed on an Agilent 1100 series HPLC instrument with
separation on an Aminex* HPX-87 H anion exchange column (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA) with 5 mM H2SO4 as the mobile phase at 550C and a constant flow rate of 0.6 ml/min. A
refractive index detector (RID) set to 55 0C was used to monitor glucose levels while a diode
array detector (DAD) was used to measure acetate and 5-ketogluconate (a gluconic acid derived
species) at 210 nm, and gluconic acid at 230 nm. As gluconic acid and glucose co-elute (- 9 min)
and are both detected by the RID, the DAD signal at 230 nm was used to resolve the two
species. Concentrations were determined from standard curves of each analyte prepared from
commercial standards. Evaporation was corrected for by noting the mass change of culture
flasks between inoculation and sampling.
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CHAPTER 3
A dynamic metabolite valve for the control of central
carbon metabolism
ABSTRACT
Successful redirection of endogenous resources into heterologous pathways is a central tenet in
the creation of efficient microbial cell factories. This redirection, however, may come at a price
of poor biomass accumulation, reduced cofactor regeneration and low recombinant enzyme
expression. In this chapter, we propose a metabolite valve to mitigate these issues by
dynamically tuning endogenous processes to balance the demands of cell health and pathway
efficiency. A control node of glucose utilization, Glk, was exogenously manipulated through
either orthogonal engineered antisense RNA or an inverting gene circuit. Using these
techniques, we were able to directly control glycolytic flux reducing the specific growth rate of
engineered E. coli by up to 50% relative to a PTS- Glue mutant without altering final biomass
accumulation. This modulation was accompanied by successful redirection of glucose into a
model pathway leading to an increase in the pathway yield and reduced carbon waste to
acetate. This work represents one of the first examples of the dynamic redirection of glucose
away from central carbon metabolism and enables the creation of novel intracellular pathways
with glucose used directly as a substrate.
Portions of this chapter to be submitted for publication as:
Solomon, KV, Sanders, TM, Prather, KU. A dynamic metabolite valve for the control of central
carbon metabolism
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3. 1. Introduction
Microbes are powerful manufacturing platforms for a wide array of chemicals and
compounds from renewable resources. Optimization of these processes for economic viability,
however, remains a large challenge. In addition to potential issues with catalytic activity,
engineered pathways frequently compete with endogenous ones for common substrates. To
solve this issue, researchers typically knock out the competing pathways or overexpress the
production pathway enzymes to drive the flux towards the target compound. However, for
pathways that compete with essential and/or catalytically efficient processes, these approaches
are not necessarily feasible and call for tunable control of the competing pathway. Recent
works by ourselves (Chapter 2) and others (28, 30, 43-45, 47) have demonstrated that tuning
expression of these endogenous competing enzymes is a viable method of improving the yield
and/or titers of desired heterologous pathways. When glycolysis itself is the competing
pathway, however, unique challenges arise.
Central carbon metabolism is tightly regulated and controls processes integral to cell
growth and proliferation. Thus, the tuning of carbon flux through central metabolism has
pleiotropic effects. These include foreseeable phenotypic effects such as changes in biomass
accumulation (86) and specific growth rate (85) (§2.2.2) to more subtle and far ranging global
consequences on protein expression (125, 126). When placed in the context of heterologous
production, these changes may have an unforeseen impact on the ability of the cell to express
the necessary recombinant genes or maintain cofactors at optimal levels (127) (§2.2.3). For all
these reasons, a dynamic tuning system to control central carbon metabolism, which we call a
glucose valve, is needed. With a valve, one could potentially maximize heterologous
productivity by optimizing pathway efficiency, recombinant protein expression, and biomass
and intracellular resources accumulation with timed manipulations of central metabolism.
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To fully realize the potential of dynamic control in such systems, one can imagine
cultures accumulating biomass at wildtype rates and once a target cell density is achieved, the
system downregulates endogenous metabolism redirecting flux of carbon away from growth
into product formation. In such environments, the traditional paradigm of an inducible
promoter is no longer feasible; such systems would require a costly separation process to
remove the inducer in the shift from biomass to product formation. Similarly, while promoter
systems which repress expression due to chemical addition do exist, they are less well
characterized for metabolic engineering applications and are tied to the regulation of
endogenous processes limiting control orthogonality (128-131). Thus, we explored the potential
of orthogonal, engineered systems with the desired inverse input-output relationship, namely,
inducible antisense RNA and an inverting gene circuit (inverter). Such systems have enjoyed a
number of successes in diverse applications ranging from the control of bioprocesses (27, 28, 34,
35, 42) to the design of complex devices (53, 85, 132, 133).
We recently demonstrated the ability to control carbon flux in a PTS Glu* mutant of E.
coli through control of glucokinase (Glk) activity (Chapter 2). While the system was able to
control the yield of a model glucose consuming pathway, such control was static. Moreover,
due to the lack of alternate routes of carbon utilization, the permanent changes had negative
effects on the ability of the cell to express recombinant enzyme and simultaneously support
growth under certain conditions. In this study, we explore dynamic control of Glk and its impact
on heterologous pathway productivity. Through antisense RNA and inverters, we were able to
inhibit Glk activity by up to 25% and 50% respectively. Furthermore, through dynamic control
with the inverter, we were able to observe improvement in titers and yields of a model
compound and decrease in carbon waste to acetate, not only as a function of induction, but also
timing of induction. These improvements were not accompanied by the limitations seen in the
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static system. This work provides further evidence of the feasibility and impact of the control of
glycolysis through Glk as well as illustrates a few advantages and challenges of dynamic control.
3.2.Results
3.2.1. Inducible antisense RNA as a dynamic glucose valve actuator
As an initial attempt to institute dynamic control of Glk activity, we investigated the
potential of antisense RNA (asRNA) as a valve actuator. While relatively uncommon in
prokaryotic systems, there has been increasing interest in the use of RNA-based gene expression
control systems for biotechnology applications (27, 28, 30, 34, 35, 42, 53, 85). The few examples
of such natural and engineered systems in the literature are diverse in their approach with
equally diverse design rules for asRNA constructs stressing the strength of the binding
interaction (134, 135), kinetics of hybridization (136, 137) or the structure of the construct itself
(27, 136). Successful designs have been noted to be short (<100 nts) (53, 85, 138) or long with
significant complementarity to the ORF (27, 30, 34, 35, 42), with single hairpins (85, 138) or
more complex architecture for stability (27, 136). Among these conflicting designs, however, is
an emerging consensus that the 5' UTR, in particular the ribosome binding site (RBS), is critical
for functional asRNA (27, 28, 30, 35, 42, 53, 85, 138). Adopting a compromise of these
conflicting rules, previously demonstrated to be successful (28, 30, 35, 42), we created asRNA
constructs by simply inverting contiguous sequence of the g/k operon. These constructs began
20 bps upstream of the start codon, encompassing the RBS, and extended into the ORF. To
explore issues such as construct length and the effect of asRNA structure on activity, we
truncated these constructs to 4 different lengths (Figure 3-1).
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chromosome
R953 -
R756 -
R5 -. .
plasmid
R100 -- RBS gk
Figure 3-11 Schematic of the inducible antisense constructs.
The reverse complement of the RBS and the truncated g/k ORF are expressed from a plasmid-based
inducible promoter (e.g. PBAD with |-arabinose or Pitt with anhydrotetracycline). The construct name
specifies the number of bases from the ORF incorporated into the antisense RNA.
Another important parameter to consider is the expression strength of such systems.
With an unknown hybridization efficacy, expression of asRNA from a low copy plasmid may
prove too weak to effectively control Glk activity. Similarly, expression from a high copy plasmid
may overwhelm native mRNA levels and completely suppress Glk expression and/or impose a
significant metabolic burden, killing the cell. As a compromise, the arabinose-inducible medium
copy pBAD30 (120) was initially selected to express the asRNA constructs. Due to the ptsHlcrr
ga/P4 background of the inverter host, catabolite repression of arabinose induction in the
presence of glucose is no longer active (139). Given the correlation between Glk activity and
specific growth rate (Figure 2-4b), these constructs were first screened for growth in minimal
medium supplemented with 0.4% (w/v) glucose. While some constructs showed repression in
growth when induced with antisense, this effect was marginally more significant than that seen
in an empty vector control which also displayed some arabinose controlled repression of growth
(data not shown). The Glk activity of these constructs, however, displayed no reproducible
behavior when induced. Fearing that the inconclusive results were due to high metabolic
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3.2.1 Inducible antisense RNA as a dynamic glucose valve actuator
burden caused by leaky expression from pBAD30, a tightly regulated tetracycline inducible
vector (140), pKVS45, was constructed.
To test the hypothesis of leaky expression in pBAD30 and validate expression from the
newly generated pKVS45, superfolder green fluorescent protein (sGFP) (141) was cloned into
the multicloning sites of both plasmids as a reporter protein. Cells were grown in minimal
medium supplemented with glucose; sGFP was induced in both constructs at inoculation and
fluorescence measured at exponential phase (Figure 3-2A). pKVS45 displayed no leaky
expression in uninduced controls relative to an empty vector. Upon induction, however, there
was a 2-fold change in expression by mid-exponential phase (Figure 3-2A). pBAD30, in contrast,
displayed no expression, leaky or otherwise, potentially explaining the inconclusive asRNA
results. Letting the cultures grow longer, however, a tight response was observed for pBAD30 in
stationary phase (Figure 3-2B). Given this delayed response in pBAD30, all subsequent asRNA
testing was performed with pKVS45.
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Figure 3-21 Reporter gene assay of pBAD30 and pKVS45 in KTSO22
KTSO22 cultures were grown in triplicate at 37 *C in M9(0.4% glucose) with empty vector controls and
uninduced/induced sGFP bearing plasmids (A) Normalized fluorescence data of pKVS45 and pBAD30 at
mid exponential phase (OD~0.5). (B) Normalized fluorescence data of pBAD30 at stationary phase
(OD~1.4). pBAD30 was induced with 0.20% L-arabinose while pKVS45 was induced with 100 ng/ml
anhydrotetracycline (aTc). Graphs depict the triplicate mean ± SD.
The asRNA constructs were then rescreened for growth in minimal medium
supplemented with 1.5% (w/v) glucose and expressed from pKVS45. Upon induction, 2 of the
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constructs displayed significant reductions in specific growth rate (> 5%); R100 and R953 were
observed to reproducibly inhibit growth by 7% and 10%, respectively, when induced with 100
ng/ml anhydrotetracycline (aTc) (Figure 3-3A). These growth differences, however, did not
affect final biomass accumulation. Screening these constructs further, decreases in Glk activity
of 12% and 25%, respectively, were observed (Figure 3-3B). R953 was further tested in PTS Glu*
mutants of MG1655 (DE3) (named MKTS3) and MG1655 (DE3 endA recA) (named MGER3). Glk
repression of ~15% was observed in all strains tested (Figure 3-3C) confirming the modularity of
the designed glucose valve. Finally, to evaluate the performance of all constructs, a qRT-PCR
assay was used to measure the various RNA species. Due to the complementarity between the
(sense) mRNA and asRNA, primers to detect asRNA will necessarily measure mRNA levels as
well; however, the truncated nature of the asRNA allows selective mRNA amplification of the 3'
end of g/k. A common primer set for all asRNA constructs was designed by targeting a ~60 bp
amplicon near the 5' terminus of the g/k CDS while mRNA was amplified with primers targeting
the 3' end. Using these primers, it was observed that the pKVS45 expression system is fairly
leaky. While this finding contradicts earlier sGFP studies, the discrepancy may be attributable to
the long maturation time of GFP (142) resulting in fluorescence being below the detection limit
at the time of observation despite the presence of leaky transcription products. However,
induction with 100 ng/ml aTc led to at least a 10-fold change in asRNA+mRNA levels for all
constructs (Figure 3-3D) confirming that the non-functional constructs were expressed.
Examining the effects of the asRNA on gik mRNA, two very different effects were observed for
R100 and R953. R100, shown to have up to a 12% decrease in Glk activity had no effect on
mRNA levels suggesting an RBS occlusion mode of action which reduces translational efficiency.
In contrast, R953 was observed to reduce g/k mRNA by more than 85% and suggests that R953
binding stimulates increased mRNA degradation (Figure 3-3D). Despite this large change in
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mRNA, however, only a 25% maximum decrease in activity was observed. Repeated tests of
these constructs under gluconeogenic and glycolytic conditions confirm the significance and
repeatability of this observation (data not shown).
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Figure 3-31 Antisense glucose valve
(A) Valve performance as measured by specific growth rate as a function of induction condition. (B) Valve
performance as measured by specific Glk activity of the most promising constructs from growth
characterization as a function of induction condition. (C) Performance of R953 in various hosts. Glk
activity is normalized to that of uninduced R953 in each host. (D) Valve performance at the RNA level.
RNA levels are relative to a single uninduced empty vector control. Constructs were induced with 100
ng/ml aTc (indicated with gray/dark bars). Unfilled bars represent g/k mRNA while hatched bars represent
g/k mRNA and asRNA levels. Uninduced cultures are represented by the white/lighter bars. All cultures
grown in 1.5% (w/v) glucose supplemented M9 medium. Unless noted otherwise, constructs were tested
in KTS622. Graphs in A, B and D depict the duplicate mean ± SD of a representative experiment.
Given the weak correlation between g/k mRNA and Glk activity in R953, we sought to
identify modes of feedback that could potentially explain the discrepancy. In so doing, we noted
that the antisense performance was sensitive to medium composition and transient under
certain conditions (Figure 3-4). In minimal medium supplemented with low levels of glucose
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(0.4% w/v), the growth trends are consistent with those grown in 1.5% glucose (Figure 3-3B);
however, activity differences for the active asRNA constructs are barely distinguishable from
noise and disappear over time (Figure 3-4A). When grown in minimal medium supplemented
with glycerol, a clear activity trend is observed well above background that persists with time
(Figure 3-4B). The literature presented no known genetic mechanisms to explain these
observations; however, we recognized that the coupling between Glk activity and specific
growth rate in glucose, but not glycerol, supplemented medium (§2.2.2), may offer a potential
explanation. Glk, like most bacterial proteins, is fairly stable (143) and essentially only diluted by
growth. This stability passively generates a negative feedback mechanism (125), which we have
termed growth mediated buffering, to somewhat regulate carbon flux and Glk activity. For a
fixed expression level of g/k, Glk activity, specific growth rate and carbon flux are in equilibrium.
If the system is perturbed with an increase in g/k expression, however, Glk activity, carbon flux
and specific growth rate increase. This increase in specific growth rate dilutes Glk activity,
reducing carbon flux, and buffers the cell against large perturbations in carbon flux. Conversely,
lowering g/k expression would decrease the growth rate and concentrate Glk to minimize the
impact on carbon flux. This effect is further convoluted by feedback inhibition of PEP on Glk
(144) and metabolite efficiency (145). Based on these facts and the evidence gathered, we
propose the following model. In glycerol, Glk activity is decoupled from cell physiology and
asRNA trends observed represent their true potential. At high levels of glucose
supplementation, carbon flux through the cell is high and the in vivo activity of Glk is inhibited
below its total activity by PEP. asRNA modulation of Glk leads to reduced carbon flow through
glycolysis. This in turn leads to a reduction of PEP repression and increased metabolite
a in vivo activity is a strong function of metabolite concentration as described by traditional Michaelis-
Menten kinetics; reduced total enzyme increases the substrate metabolite pool and specific activity of the
remaining enzyme minimizing changes in flux
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efficiency. However, this is insufficient to counter the gross reduction in flux leading to changes
in the observed specific growth rate, growth mediated buffering and a diminished trend in Glk
total activity. For low levels of glucose supplementation, PEP regulation and metabolite
efficiency is minimal due to the reduced carbon flux and thus glycolytic flux changes are much
larger than in the high glucose case. This leads to larger growth rate changes and buffering
which concentrate Glk to a point where changes in expression are no longer perceptible (Figure
3-4A). Thus, we offer that the coupling of growth with Glk activity leads to emergent behavior
that regulates carbon flux and Glk activity regardless of g/k expression levels (see §4.3.2 for a
more quantitative discussion of the potential impact).
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Figure 3-41 Effects of medium composition on antisense performance
Performance of an empty vector (pKVS45) and R100 in A) M9(0.4% glucose) and B) M9(0.4% glycerol) at
20 h (no fill pattern) and 48 h (hatched bars). Uninduced samples are white and samples induced with
100 ng/ml aTc represented by gray. Figure represents the mean ± SD of duplicate 50 ml flasks of KTS622
at 37 *C.
3.2.2. Effect of asRNA expression on product yields
The ability of these asRNA constructs to redirect carbon towards a competing
heterologous pathway was investigated next. The one step conversion of glucose to gluconate,
described previously (§2.3.3), was used. Given the sensitivity of gluconate production to cell
physiology (§2.3.3) we first evaluated the ability of the system to tolerate multiple plasmids
encoding for our pathway of interest and the asRNA construct itself. As an initial study, pTrc-
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99Cm-Gdh and the parental pKVS45 were tested in four mutants from the viable glucokinase
library (§2.3.3). The presence of the additional plasmid was not necessarily deleterious as
trends with induction level generally agreed with those reported previously (§2.2.3). At an
induction level of 25 iM IPTG, production of gluconate from the lowest activity Glk strain
(KTS8221G) was observed to increase by at least 300% to titers in excess of 0.5 g/L (Table 3-1)
when compared to a single plasmid context (Table 2-2). More modest changes were noted for
the remaining strains. Evaluating the conversion of glucose into gluconate derived species, we
observed a direct monotonic correlation between Glk activity and gluconate molar yield (Figure
3-5) confirming the observation that Glk may be used to control productivity of a heterologous
pathway (§2.3.3). However, as reported previously, this effect was highly sensitive to
parameters such as IPTG induction level (see §4.3.1).
Table 3-1| Titers of the major fermentation products as a function of Glk expression.
Final OD600, and titers of gluconate (Gnt), its reduced form (5-ketogluconate or 5KG), acetate and glucose
consumed at 72 h. Average values of triplicate cultures are reported with standard deviations given in
parentheses. Flasks were grown in M9 (1.5% (w/v) glucose) and induced with 25 p.M IPTG. All cultures
contain a plasmid for Gdh expression and an empty vector plasmid as surrogate for the antisense valve.
Titers
Estimatedb Gnt 5KG Acetate Glucose
Strain Final OD600  Glk Activity [g/L] [g/L] [g/L] Consumed
[U/mg] [g/L]
KTS8221G 0.24 (0.04) 0.23 (0.04) 0.53 (0.03) 0.03 (0.01) ND 0.87 (0.27)
KTS6221G 0.98 (0.09) 0.30 (0.02) 3.33 (0.10) 0.17 (0.01) 0.32 (0.14) 7.45 (0.27)
KTSO221G 1.01 (0.08) 0.33 (0.02) 3.32 (0.03) 0.19 (0.01) 0.28 (0.08) 7.05 (0.09)
KTS9221G 1.29 (0.13) 0.50 (0.03) 2.25 (0.40) 0.20(0.12) 0.82 (0.09) 7.34 (0.25)
"Mutants spanning roughly 0.5-2x wildtype (KTSO221G) growth rates (§2.2.2)
bDue to similar assay chemistries, Glk cannot be measured in the presence of Gdh. Glk activity values
reported are in the absence of any plasmid.
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Figure 3-51 Potential impact of valve on productivity at 72 h
Gluconate molar yield plotted as a function of Glk activity in cells bearing a plasmid for Gdh expression
and an empty vector plasmid (pKVS45) as surrogate for the antisense valve. Graph depicts the triplicate
mean ± SD of a representative experiment. Due to the similar assay chemistries, GIk activity cannot be
measured in the presence of Gdh. Estimated Glk activities presented here represent those of the
KTSx221G parent strain (§2.2.3) in the absence of any plasmid.
Encouraged by these results, we then tested the ability of asRNA constructs R100 and
R953 to inducibly control the productivity of our test pathway. In static tests where the asRNA
was induced at inoculation, we were unable to reliably change pathway efficiency. The
presence of either asRNA construct occasionally displayed some improved productivity over the
empty vector control under various conditions (Figure 3-6); induction, however, generally
provided no further improvement. Similarly, testing the constructs in various hosts of the
glucokinase family resulted in inconclusive results (Figure 3-6). Only in a handful of experiments
did induction provide some benefit. The reproducibility and significance of this effect, however,
are unclear and may be a product of a transient asRNA response (Figure 3-4A). We also
considered the possibility of dynamically inducing the asRNA but were unable to see any
changes in Glk activity unless the asRNA was induced at inoculation. From this, we concluded
that the small nominal dynamic range of the asRNA constructs coupled with the regulatory
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mechanisms discussed and other phenotypic changes can easily negate their effects making
them unsuitable for future engineering efforts.
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Figure 3-61 Effect of asRNA on gluconate yield
Molar yields of gluconate as a function of construct at 72 h and induced with 25 pM IPTG (grey bars) at
inoculation grown in 50 ml M9(1.5% glucose). Hosts are (A) KTS6221G and (B) KTS9221G. Empty vector
control - pKVS45. Data represent duplicate mean ± SD from a representative experiment.
3.2.3. Inverting gene circuit as a dynamic glucose valve activator
Given the results with asRNA as a valve actuator, we opted to create a system with
better characterized parts, potential for a larger dynamic range and the desired input-output
characteristic. Based on these criteria, an inverting gene circuit, or inverter, was selected. First
demonstrated by Yokobayashi and coworkers (132), an inverter is a basic gene circuit analogous
to a NOT logic gate. In our design, TetR is constitutively expressed and regulates expression of
lacl. Lacl, in turn, controls expression of g/k. In response to aTc supplementation, TetR is
repressed driving expression of lacl which turns OFF g/k expression (Figure 3-7).
We constructed the inverter by harvesting the TetR expression cassette from pKVS45
and using its Tet promoter to drive expression of LVA-tagged Lacl (146). The lacl and tetR
cassettes were oriented opposite to gik to preclude read-through transcription. The LVA-
degradation tagged variant of Lacl from the Registry of Standard Biological Parts
(http://partsregistry.org) was selected to reduce steady state levels of Lacl in the system and
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minimize the deleterious effects of leaky lacl expression in the ON configuration. Similarly, no
transcriptional terminators were placed between lac/ and tetR to provide negative feedback for
leaky lac/ expression. To create a Lacl sensitive promoter, a constitutive promoter from the
Anderson Collection in the Registry was fused to a symmetric lacO operator (147) directly
downstream. The circuit was insulated from the genome with a transcriptional terminator from
the Registry placed downstream of tetR. The resulting construct was then integrated into the
genome directly upstream of g/k, replacing the FruR binding site through the primary native
promoter (P1) (102, 103) (Figure 3-7).
S®r
aTc %
J61048
Figure 3-71 Genetic inverter as a glucose valve
Schematic of genetic inverter (NVS9221G) with a more detailed description of each module. Alphanumeric
codes refer to part numbers within the Registry of Standard Biological Parts (http://partsregistry.org).
J61048 - transcription terminator; C0012 - lacl fused with an LVA degradation tag; B0034 - a ribosome
binding site; J23114 - Anderson promoter library variant (~2x native g/k promoter). TetR cassette refers
to the TetR ORF and promoters from pKVS45 while Ptet is the inducible Tet promoter also found in pKVS45.
Two main variants of the inverter were created: NVS922 and its derivative NVS9221G
(Gnt~), and NVS622 and its derivative NVS622IG (Gnt-). NVS922 was constructed with J23114
(http://partsregistry.org), a promoter corresponding to roughly twice the native g/k promoter
strength (§2.2.2). Similarly, NVS622 was designed with J23117 (http://partsregistry.org), a
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promoter equivalent to the native g/k promoter in strength (§2.2.2). NVS622 (and its derivative
NVS6221G), however, ultimately proved non-viable in minimal medium supplemented with
glucose. NVS9221G was initially characterized by supplementing cultures with either IPTG
and/or aTc at inoculation and measuring the Glk activity 20 h later in mid-exponential phase
(Figure 3-8). aTc was seen to suppress Glk activity in a dose dependent manner, demonstrating
a successful inversion response. Moreover, IPTG and aTc supplementation was able to recover
Glk activity, confirming the mechanism of action. IPTG induction alone, however, could increase
the ON state expression of Glk by ~40% (Figure 3-8). This evidence indicates significant leaky
lac/ expression is present which may be sufficient to suppress g/k expression in the ON state to
such a degree that NVS622 is unable to attain the Glk levels necessary to sustain growth. IPTG
was also noted to be sufficient to negate the inverting behavior of the aTc induced inverter
(Figure 3-8).
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Figure 3-81 Initial characterization of a genetic inverter
Glk activity of NVS9221G as a function of aTc and IPTG induction level at 20 h in 0.4% (w/v) glycerol
supplemented minimal medium. Activity is relative to an uninduced control.
NVS9221G was characterized more thoroughly in triplicate by growing cells in minimal
medium supplemented with 0.4% (w/v) glycerol and inducing with aTc at one of 6 levels at
inoculation. After 27 h the cells were at approximately steady state (mid-late exponential
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phase, OD600 0.5-0.9), with the exception of the highest induction level (OD600 0.1). At this
time samples were taken and assayed for Glk activity and g/k mRNA abundance. The ON, or
uninduced state, had an activity of 0.29 ± 0.01 U/mg, which was significantly lower than the
same promoter in isolation (0.42 U/mg ± 0.02 U/mg - §2.2.2) and is likely attributable to leaky
lacl expression. The inverter, nonetheless, was observed to control Glk activity in a dose-
dependent manner with a canonical sigmoidal relationship. Full suppression of Glk was
achieved at approximately ~100 ng/ml aTc (Figure 3-9). Evaluating the g/k mRNA abundance
relative to the uninduced state, a similar dose-dependent sigmoidal relationship with up to 80%
repression in mRNA levels was observed (Figure 3-9).
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Figure 3-91 Genetic inverter performance
Performance of NVS9221G at the protein (filled squares) and RNA (open triangle) levels as a function of
aTc in 0.4% (w/v) glycerol supplemented minimal medium at 27 h. RNA levels are relative to an
uninduced control. Unbroken and dashed lines represent a best fit to a Hill function of the activity and
mRNA data, correspondingly. Uninduced specific activity and relative mRNA are 0.29 ± 0.01 U/mg and
1.06 ± 0.08, respectively. Graph depicts the triplicate mean ± SD.
Dynamic control with NVS9221G and its performance under more relevant glycolytic
growth conditions were evaluated in minimal medium supplemented with 1.5% (w/v) glucose.
Triplicate flasks were inoculated with cells. At early-exponential phase (OD~0.25) each flask was
split into two equal volumes with a flask from each pair induced with 100 ng/ml aTc (Figure
3-10A). The OD600, Glk activity and g/k mRNA of these flasks were tracked over time. As a
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control, another flask was grown and induced at inoculation. Uninduced flasks had specific
growth rates and activities comparable to native levels in glucose supplemented medium (p ~
0.3 h-; activity ~ 0.23 U/mg). As anticipated, the induced control failed to grow due to
low/inhibited g/k expression. In the induced split flasks, however, there is an immediate
divergence in specific growth rate from the uninduced flasks with growth persisting for at least
30 h post induction (Figure 3-10B). As noted in Chapter 2, control of Glk in this manner offers
true dynamic control of glucose flux and macroscopic behavior such as specific growth rate,
unlike control at nodes further downstream in glycolysis (86). Evaluating the relative changes of
the induced to uninduced flasks across the macroscopic, protein and RNA levels, a consistent
steady state decrease of ~ 50% is seen (Figure 3-10C). Despite the uniformity of performance
across levels, however, the dynamic performance of the inverter at the protein level is
inconsistent with the behavior noted in glycerol supplemented medium (Figure 3-9) or even
glucose supplemented medium when it is induced at inoculation (Figure 3-10B). Given these
earlier studies, it was anticipated that induction of the inverter would fully arrest growth.
However, this inconsistency may be understood in light of the growth mediated buffering
presented earlier (§3.2.1): the reduced specific growth rate that accompanies inverter induction
concentrates Glk to a level that allows growth to persist.
Changes are noticeably faster at the protein level, with the system reaching steady state
within 5 h, before being propagated to the macroscopic level (tsteady state >20 h). This response
time at the protein level is consistent with theoretical predictions of Glk degradation primarily
due to dilution by growth. With transcription rates and mRNA lifetimes typically on the order of
minutes (111, 148), translation rates of lac/ on the order of minutes (111) and no active
degradation of Glk, the dynamics of Glk levels are anticipated to be controlled by dilution due to
growth. Indeed, analyzing the dynamic protein data an exponential decay time constant of 3.74
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± 1.91 h was obtained which yields a protein
time of uninduced cells (2.23 h).
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Figure 3-101 Dynamic performance of inverter as a glucose valve
(A) Experimental scheme. (B) Optical density of split flasks post induction (open squares - uninduced,
filled squares - induced) and a representative control culture induced at inoculation (filled triangles). (C)
Relative performance of induced:uninduced across macroscopic (growth), protein and mRNA levels. The
graph in B depicts the triplicate mean ± SD with the exception of the representative control which
represents a single flask. The graph in C represents the triplicate mean ± SEM. Cultures were induced
with 100 ng/ml aTc.
3.2.4. Effect of inverter expression on product yields
Finally, we evaluated the potential of our system to redirect carbon into gluconate
production. As the inverter is IPTG responsive (Figure 3-8), pBAD30 (120) rather than the IPTG
inducible pTrc99Cm (§2.2.3 and §3.2.2) was used to express Gdh. Given the long culture times
of these experiments, the delayed induction response of pBAD30 (Figure 3-2) was not
anticipated to be problematic. NVS9221G was inoculated in triplicate in M9 medium
supplemented with glucose and Gdh induced with L-arabinose at inoculation. Cells were grown
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for at least 19h into early exponential phase before the inverter was triggered with 100 ng/ml
aTc. Titers of major fermentation products and glucose were assayed at 72 h. Inducing the
inverter at an OD600 ~ 0.3, there was a 30% improvement in gluconate titers from 6.14 g/l to
8.04 g/l, a 40% reduction in acetate titers from 0.41 g/I to 0.24 g/I and a slight increase in
glucose consumption from 7.3 g/I to 8.2 g/L with negligible change in final biomass
accumulation relative to uninduced controls (Figure 3-11A). Normalizing by glucose
consumption on a molar basis, this translates to an 18% improvement in gluconate molar yield
(0.70 mol/mol Glu to 0.83 mol/mol Glu) and a 46% reduction in carbon wastage to acetate (0.14
mol/mol Glu to 0.08 mol/mol Glu) (Figure 3-11B). This improvement was a strong function of
OD600 at induction (Figure 3-11C). The effect on both gluconate and acetate yields diminished as
induction OD600 increased and was non-existent for OD600 >1.0. Such behavior is consistent with
Glk degradation being primarily controlled by dilution due to growth. At early OD600, cells have
sufficient generations to wash out Glk when the inverter is switched to the OFF state, allowing
for the redirection of carbon and yield improvements of the model pathway. As the number of
doublings until stationary phase decreases, delayed induction of the inverter decreases its
dynamic range resulting in reduced carbon redirection and smaller observed improvements.
More complex behavior may potentially be observed in a system with destabilized Glk.
However, care must be taken in the design of these systems as protein degradation is energy
dependent and may introduce unforeseen effects when coupled with reduced carbon flux.
Moreover, as evidenced with preliminary studies with an ASV degradation tag (146) (data not
shown), the inverter ON state will need to be retuned for viable expression.
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Figure 3-11l Effect of inverter on gluconate yield
(A) Titers of major fermentation products and (B) Molar yields of gluconate and acetate of a
representative experiment at 72 h for an uninduced control and inverter induced at early exponential
phase (OD ~0.3). (C) Molar yield of acetate (triangles) and gluconate (squares) at 72 h of induced inverter
relative to an uninduced control as a function of OD at induction. Data from independent experiments
are distinguished by fill pattern. In all figures, Gdh was expressed with 0.02% (w/v) L-Ara. The inverter
was induced with 100 ng/ml aTc. Data represent the triplicate mean ± SD.
The expression of Gdh as a function of inverter induction level and timing (OD 60o) was
also evaluated. At early times (~24 h), there was no change in the amount of Gdh measured.
However, for a number of cases at 72 h, the induced inverter had a noticeable increase in Gdh
activity ( 50%) (data not shown), presumably a consequence of the reduced dilution due to
growth. Nonetheless, for the earliest OD600 at which the inverter was induced (~0.1), where this
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effect is likely to be greatest, there was no observed increase in Gdh expression (Figure 3-12)
suggesting more complex mechanisms governing expression levels. Moreover, there were still
improvements in gluconate and acetate yields (Figure 3-11) suggesting that the effects observed
are not solely influenced by Gdh expression. That is, the improvements observed are
attributable in part to carbon flux redirection.
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Figure 3-12| Gdh activity as a function of Inverter state.
Gdh activity of inverter at 72 h when uninduced (ON) and induced with 100 ng/ml aTc at OD600 0.1
(OFF). Data represents the triplicate mean ± SD of the cultures depicted in Figure 9C (no fill).
3.3.Discussion
The optimization of metabolic phenotypes frequently requires the rerouting of
metabolite flux towards the pathway of interest. While heavily implemented for secondary
metabolites, the engineered diversion of carbon from central carbon metabolism has until
recently been relatively unexplored. Of late, groups have begun to explore the effects of flux
redirection through glycolytic nodes such as glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (86), glucose 6-
phosphate and 6-phosphogluconolactone (85). However, none has sought to address the
feasibility of using glucose itself as a substrate or its impact on cell physiology. In this work and
its companion study (Chapter 2), we have demonstrated the ability to control glucose
distribution through the modulation of Glk and evaluated its impact on cell health.
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In order to redirect glucose flux, E. coli needed to be reengineered to generate a control
node through Glk. This modification made Glk essential for cell growth. Moreover, the direct
changes in carbon flux through Glk had the potential to alter the phenotype of the cell.
However, unlike similar studies where cellular phenotype was directly controlled, only specific
growth rates and not biomass accumulation was affected (86, 106). These growth rate changes,
nonetheless, were accompanied by global changes in protein expression (125, 126) and
metabolite pools which form negative feedback mechanisms to counter the induced changes
(125, 145). The control of central carbon flux also reduced the resources available for the cell to
support heterologous expression (127).
We thus pursued a dynamic control strategy to mitigate these negative consequences by
reducing the culture time over which they operate. asRNA and inverting gene circuits as
orthogonal engineered control systems were explored. With the designed asRNA constructs, we
achieved limited success in inhibiting Glk activity by up to 25%. These changes, however, did
not translate into controllable gains in pathway productivity. In contrast, the wealth of
community knowledge in an easily curated form allowed us to rapidly design and prototype a
functional inverter. This design was able to reproducibly inhibit growth by up to 50% in a
dynamic fashion with up to 20% increases in pathway efficiency and almost 50% reduction in
carbon wasting to acetate. These process gains were not accompanied by limited recombinant
protein expression or reduced biomass accumulation as seen in the static control cases despite
similar reductions in Glk activity (§2.2.3, cf. KTSO221G/KTS8221G). These results represent one of
the first examples of the redirection of glucose away from central carbon metabolism in a
dynamic fashion. In this manner, we were not only able to demonstrate the potential to
improve yield and productivity of a heterologous pathway with a dynamic valve, but also the
ability to reduce carbon waste to acetate and potentially alleviate the demands of pH control in
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bioprocessing. Furthermore, the redirection of glucose away from central metabolism,
especially in a dynamic fashion, enables the generation of new classes of pathways where
glucose may be used directly as a substrate.
3.4.Materials and Methods
3.4.1. Strains and plasmids
E. coli strains and plasmids used in this chapter are listed in Table 3-2. All molecular
biology manipulations were carried out according to standard practices (114). Molecular
cloning and vector propagation were completed in E. coli DH1OB (Invitrogen/Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA). Antisense control of glycolytic flux was tested in the PTS Glu* mutants KTS622
(§2.2.2), MGER3 and MKTS3. MGER3 and MKTS3 were constructed using X-Red recombination
(105) from MG1655 (DE3). Primers as indicated in Table 3-3 were used to generate linear DNA
cassettes for recombination from colony PCRs of kan variants of KTS022 intermediates (§2.2.1).
Reporter gene assays were conducted in the PTS~ Glu* mutant KTS022 (§2.2.2). Gluconate
production in strains bearing multiple plasmids was tested in KTSO221G, KTS6221G, KTS8221G and
KTS9221G of the glucokinase expression family (§2.2.3). A medium-copy tet-inducible vector for
antisense induction was created by PCR amplifying the pBAD30 backbone (120) (ATCC,
Manassas, VA) and TetR cassette of pWW308 (149) (provided by John Deuber, UC Berkeley), and
ligating them together at introduced Avrll and Xhol sites. sGFP (141) was subcloned from
pTrcsGFP (150) (provided by Christine Santos, Stephanopoulos Lab) into pKVS45 and pBAD30
using Hindlll and Kpnl restriction sites. Antisense constructs were amplified with HotStarTaq
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA)from DH10B genomic DNA and cloned into pBAD30 using the introduced
Sall and EcoRI cloning sites. These constructs were later subcloned into pKVS45 using the same
sites. Subsequent sequencing revealed the constructs had more than 99% complementarity
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with the target mRNA except a single point mutation in each construct except R756. These
point mutations were unique to each construct. Gdh was subcloned from pTrc99Cm-Gdh
(§2.2.3) into pBAD30 using Xbal and Hindill restriction sites. Mutants were verified by colony
PCR and selection markers cured. Unless otherwise noted, PCR amplifications were performed
with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB, Ipswich, MA) and oligonucleotides from
Sigma-Genosys (St. Louis, MO; Table 3-3). Restriction enzymes and T4 ligase were also obtained
from NEB.
Table 3-21 Main strains and plasmids used
Name Relevant Genotype
E. coli strains
F mcrA A(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) p80facZLM15 LlacX74
Electromax D H10B recAl endAl araD139 A(ara, leu)7697 galU galK A rpsL
nupG
MG1655(DE3) (F- ilvG rfb-50 rph-1 DE3)
MG1655(DE3 endA recA) MG1655 (DE3) AendA ArecA
MKTS3 MG1655 (DE3) AptsH/crr galP
MGER3 MKTS3 zendA ArecA
KTSO22 DH10B AptsH/crr galP4
KTS622 KTSO22 Pgtk::J23117
KTSx221G family DH10lB AptsH/crr galP4 Pgik: :Pca galP4AidnK AgntK
NVS622|G D1H101B AptsHicrr galP4 Pglk::(tetR Pet lacl-LVA J23117lacO) AidnKAgntK
NVS9221G DH 101B AptsHlcrr galP4 Pglk::(tetR Ptet lacI-LVA J23114lacO) AidnKAgntK
Plasmids
pCP20 k c1857 (ts),A Pr Rept , bla(AmpR), Cat(CmR), k pr FLP
pTrc99ACm-gdh ColE1(pBR322) ori, cat (CmR), laC, Ptrc gdh
pBAD30 p15A, bla(Am pR) tetR
pBAD30-gdh p15A, bla (Am pR) araC, ParaB gdh
pBAD30-sGFP p15A, bla (Am pR) araC, ParaB sGFP
pKVS45 p15A, bla(Am pR) tetR
pKVS45-sGFP p15A, bla(Amp R) tetR Ptet sGFP
pBAD30-Rxxx p15A, bla (Am pR) araC, ParaB RXXX (asRNA)
pKVS45-Rxxx p15A, bla(Am pR) tetR Pret RXXX (asRNA)
pTrcsGFP pTrcHis2B sGFP
pT K RE D oriR101, repA101 ts aadA (SpecR), araC, Piac AriApAexo',lacl, Piac I-Scel
PTKIP-neo pMB1, b/a(Am pR) neo (KanR)
pTKS/CS p15A, cat ( Cm ), Piaciq tetA
con = Anderson library promoter
Source
I nvitrogen
(3)
(151)
This study
This study
Chapter 2
Chapter2
Chapter 2
This study
This study
CGSC #7629
Chapter 2
(120)
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
(150)
(152)
(152)
(152)
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Sequence 5'->3'
CTATCTCGAGTTAAGACCCACTTTCACATTTAAGTTG
CTATCCTAGGGTGCTCAGTATCTCTATCACTGATAGG
CTATCTCGAGGATAAGCTGTCAAACATGAGCAG
CTATCCTAGGTTTCTCCATACCCGTTFTTTTG
Name
pKVS45 construction
TetR_F
TetRR2
pB30_F
pB30-R2
Antisense RNA construction
g/k as rev -20
g/k as for 100
gik as for 500
gik as for 756
gik as for 953
Inverter cloning
TetR5'Hindl/
TetR3'EcoR/I
KTS9/ac/5'Kpn/
KTS6Iac/5' Kpnl
lac/3'Hind///
Inverter Integration
GlkLP2X
Glk LP1Xv2
MKTS/MGER3 construction
002check_F (pts)
002checkR (pts)
022check_F (gaIP)
022check_R (gaIP)
Restriction sites for cloning are underlined. Homologous sequences for recombination are italicized.
Introduced mutations are bolded (promoter) or bolded & doubled underlined (jasg).
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CTATGTCGAC GATATCTTTAGCGGAGCAGTTGAAGA
CTATGAATTCAATAGGTCTTAGCCTGCGAG
CTATGAATTCTATTCGGCGCAAAATCAAC
CTATGAATTCGAGATTGAGCGCCAGATTG
CTATGAATTCCCTAAGGTCTGGCGTAAATG
CTATAAGCTTTCGACTCTAGTGGATCTGCTA
CTATGAATTCTTTCTTTTGGGTATAGCGTC
CTATGGTACCTGTGGAATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATTCCACAGCTAGCATTGTACCTAGGACTGAGCTAGCCATAAACTAAGAAACCATTATTATCATGACATTAAC
CTATGGTACCTGTGGAATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATTCCACAGCTAGCACAATCCCTAGGACTGAGCTAGCTGTCAACTAAGAAACCATTATTATCATGACATTAAC
CTATAAGCTTTTATTAAGCTACTAAAGCGTAGTTTTCG
CTATTCCTTATGCGGGGTCAGATACTTAGTTTGCCCAGCTTGCAAAAAGGCATCGCTGCAATTGGTTTGGCTTCAGGGATGAG
CACATCACCGACTAATGCATACTTTGTCATTCTTCAACTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAAATAATTCTT1TACGGCCCCAAGGT
GCTAACAATACAGGCTAAAGTCGAAC
CCGATGGGCGCC
AATTATTTTCATGCACTTAAATC
GTAATCTGGAATTCATCTGC
3.4.2 Inverter construction
3.4.2. Inverter construction
tetR and lac/ cassettes as described in Section 3.2.3 were synthesized by GenScript
(Piscataway, NJ). The tetR cassette comprised the region spanning bases 5'
GTCGACTCGACTCTAGTGG through the Xhol site inclusive of pKVS45 with J61048, a
transcriptional terminator from the Registry of Standard Biological Parts
(http://partsregistry.org), fused directly to the 3' end. The lac/ cassette consisted of Ptet from
pKVS45 (bases spanning 5' - CTAAGAAACCATTATT through 5' - ATACTGAGCACCTAGGT inclusive)
directly fused to B0034, a ribosome binding site, lacl-LVA (C0012) and B0015, a transcriptional
terminator, all from the Registry. To facilitate modular construction of several inverter designs,
the tetR and lac/ cassettes were then amplified with the primers indicated in Table 3-3 and
assembled with standard cloning techniques. This strategy allowed us to directly incorporate
the promoters used to drive g/k expression and the lacO operator site into the primers for lac/
amplification. The final designs were generated without the terminator B0015 and used either
the promoter J23114 or J23117 (http://partsregistry.org) for expression of g/k as discussed in
§3.2.3. Assembled constructs were cloned into the plasmid pTKIP-neo (152).
Final constructs were integrated into the genome of KTSO22 and KTSO221G (Gnt~) (§2.2.1
and §2.2.3) directly upstream of g/k replacing the FruR binding site through the primary
promoter using the method of Kuhlman and Cox and helper plasmids pTKRED, pTKS/CS and
pCP20 (152). Briefly, a TetA landing pad, amplified from pTKS/CS, was integrated into the 5'UTR
of g/k in KTSO22 and KTSO221G with pTKRED. Successful integrants were selected for with
tetracycline and verified by colony PCR. pTKIP-neo plasmids containing the completed inverters
were then used to transform KTS022 and KTSO221G bearing the landing pad and pTKRED.
Homing endonuclease, 1-Scel, and X-Red recombinases were expressed from pTKRED to
integrate the completed inverter. The integrated design was selected for with kanamycin. FLP
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recombinase expressed from pCP20 (105) was used to cure the neo marker. Finally, all helper
plasmids were cured from the final constructs of NVS622 (NVS6221G - Gnt-) and NVS922
(NVS9221G - Gnt), (J23117 and J23114, respectively). All mutants were identified and isolated
by colony PCR with appropriate primers. The final integrated constructs were further verified
with sequencing of colony PCR products.
3.4.3. Culture conditions
Strains were propagated in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium at 37*C for daily manipulations
(30"C for intermediate recombination steps). Temperature sensitive plasmids were cured at
420C on non-selective medium. All experimental cultures were grown at 37 0C in M9 minimal
medium supplemented with 0.8 mM L- leucine and either glucose or glycerol as indicated. For
all experiments, starter cultures were grown to an OD measured at a wavelength of 600 nm
(OD600) of at least 0.2 before being transferred to a 50 ml flask of the same media. For
experiments involving pTrc99Cm-Gdh, IPTG was added as indicated to both the starter culture
and 50 ml flasks at inoculation. For gluconate experiments involving pBAD30-Gdh, 0.02% L-
arabinose was added to the 50 ml flasks at inoculation. pBAD30-sGFP and pKVS45-sGFP were
induced with 0.2% L-arabinose and 100 ng/ml aTc respectively at inoculation of the 50 ml flasks
for the reporter gene assay. In enzyme activity and qRT-PCR studies, 50 ml shake flasks were
inoculated to a final OD600 of ~0.001. 5 ml samples were taken periodically as indicated. These
samples were then pelleted and stored at -20"C until assayed. For gluconate experiments, shake
flasks were inoculated to a final OD600 of ~0.005 with M9 medium supplemented with 1.5%
(w/v) glucose and monitored for 72 h before samples were taken and clarified by centrifugation.
The supernatant was then stored at 40C until HPLC analysis. As appropriate, the antibiotics
ampicillin, kanamycin, chloramphenicol, spectinomycin and tetracycline were used at
concentrations of 100, 25, 34, 100, and 10 ig/ml, respectively.
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3.4.4. Enzyme activity levels
All enzyme activity assays were performed on crude lysates generated by sonication of 5
ml frozen cell pellets resuspended in 500 pl of 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH=8.0) at ~ 8 W in 5 x 5 s pulses
on ice. The resulting lysates were clarified by centrifugation before being assayed for either Glk
or Gdh activity as described previously (§2.4.4). In brief, one unit of Glk activity will
phosphorylate 1.0 ptmole/min of D-glucose at pH 7.5 and room temperature in the presence of
3.33 U/ml G6PDH, 60 mM Tris-HCI, 20 mM magnesium chloride, 8.0 mM ATP, 12.0 mM glucose
and 0.9 mM NADP*. Similarly, one unit of Gdh activity oxidizes 1.0 ptmole/min of D-glucose at
pH 7.6 at room temperature in 60 mM potassium phosphate buffer and 0.67 mM NAD*. In both
assays, reaction progress is measured at a wavelength of 340 nm. Due to the assay chemistry,
Glk activity cannot be measured independently of Gdh activity. Enzyme activities reported are
normalized by total protein levels as measured in a modified Bradford Assay (124) .
3.4.5. Reporter gene assay
sGFP fluorescence was measured on a Thermo Scientific VarioSkan Flash plate reader
(provided by Prof. Narendra Maheshri). 100 Iil of culture was excited with light at a wavelength
of 488 ± 5 nm before being measured at 530 ± 5 nm. OD600 was also measured on the plate
reader to normalize the fluorescence data.
3.4.6. Quantification of mRNA levels
Total RNA was isolated from 5 ml of culture at the indicated times using the illustra
RNAspin Mini Isolation Kit (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Piscataway, NJ) with an on-column
DNasel treatment according to the kit protocol. Using the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) according to manufacturer's instructions, 0.5 jag of total RNA was treated
to remove trace DNA contamination before cDNA was synthesized with random primers. To
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quantify g/k mRNA, synthesized cDNA was amplified with primers g/k_disambigF2 (5'
TGCCGCATTTGAAGATAAAGG) and g/k disambigR (5'GATATAAAAGGAAGGATTTACAGAATGTGA)
at 300 nM final concentration. g/k antisense + sense mRNA were quantified with primers
g/kR100_for (5' - TTGGTGCCGCCCACAT) and g/k R100 rev (5' - GCGGAGCAGTTGAAGAATGAC)
at 50 nM final concentration. qPCR reactions were performed with 3 ll of cDNA product in a 25
d reaction with Brilliant 11 Sybr Green High ROX QPCR Mix (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,
CA) and the requisite primers on an ABI 7300 Real Time PCR System instrument (Applied
Biosystems, currently Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Transcript levels were quantified in
duplicate with appropriate no-template and no-RT controls and are relative to that of the
indicated control sample as determined from a standard curve. Reported levels are the
averages of replicate flasks, each measured in duplicate.
3.4.7. Metabolite analysis
Glucose, gluconate (Gnt), 5-ketogluconate (5KG) and acetate levels were measured by
HPLC analysis using an Aminex* HPX-87H anion exchange column (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA) in an Agilent 1100 series HPLC instrument (Santa Clara, CA) as described
previously (§2.4.5).
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Glucose valve performance potential and
impact on physiology
ABSTRACT
In redirecting carbon flux by Glk modulation, several key features have been noted: high levels
of Glk expression are deleterious for growth, recombinant protein expression (and perhaps
other important cofactors) is tied to Glk expression, and the coupling of Glk activity and growth
provides negative feedback to resist Glk modulation. However, the mechanisms through which
these arise and the quantitative impact of such phenomena are unclear. In this study,
stoichiometric and mass action kinetic models were employed to study them. The major
phenotypic features observed were recapitulated using these models. Furthermore, it was
demonstrated how some of these multifaceted responses may emerge from relatively minor
changes to Glk activity and their impact on a model heterologous production pathway is
quantified.
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4. 1. Introduction
Microbial production systems have extraordinary potential to help alleviate the energy,
health and material demands of the world (153). This promise, however, is tempered by the
technological issues that hinder economic viability and widespread adoption. While these
systems are capable of producing stereospecific compounds (46, 154), structures (8) and
complex behaviors (133, 155), they are first and foremost optimized for survival and not the
requirements of human designers. Thus, a key challenge in the engineering of these systems is
the ability to redirect metabolites away from endogenous processes at will to accomplish set
design specifications.
One solution to this problem is to tune expression of endogenous processes as needed.
A number of tools have been developed to address this need (27, 51, 53, 132). However, until
recently, the performance of these tools and their global impact on cell physiology have not
been evaluated in more practical or demanding environments. A number of researchers,
including ourselves, have begun to explore their application in the context of controlling
essential genes (85, 86, 106). As discussed in Chapters 2 & 3, we have studied this problem with
the goal of redirecting glucose from glycolysis. We have also taken the additional step of
evaluating its impact on a heterologous production pathway. Despite the successes achieved,
results point to a potential challenge of such tools: they alter the physiology of their hosts. This
has most notably taken the form of reduced biomass accumulation (86, 106) or altered specific
growth rates (85) (§2.2.2, §3.2.1 and §3.2.3). However, our experience also points to deeper
phenotypic changes affecting recombinant protein expression and potentially cofactor
availability (§2.2.3). Thus, theoretical models were sought to explore the potential magnitude
and impact of such effects.
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Theoretical models have enjoyed enormous success in metabolic engineering
applications. While rooted in simplified representations and basic precepts, models such as Flux
Balance Analysis (FBA) (156), Metabolic Control Analysis (MCA) (157), and mass action kinetics
are successful at recapitulating and predicting complex cellular behavior despite the intrinsic
stochastic nature of such processes (109, 110, 158, 159). In this chapter, similar stoichiometric
and mass action kinetic based approaches are used to evaluate the effect of Glk activity on
carbon flux and physiology. The impact of these perturbations on the potential of engineered
devices was also examined. While these were not implemented in a global fashion to study the
total sum of metabolism, observed cellular behavior was recapitulated. Through these models,
insights into the growth characteristics of cells and boundaries to the potential of glucose flux
manipulation are established.
4.2.Effects of Glk on physiology: ATP Regeneration and Cell Health
In Chapters 1-3, flux through glycolysis and Glk has been primarily viewed as the source
of physical resources the cell needs for both growth (biomass formation) and product formation.
However, its physiological purpose is much greater than the material; it is the mechanism by
which the cell oxidizes glucose and stores that electrochemical potential for endogenous
processes such as biosynthetic reactions, DNA replication, transcription and translation. Thus,
changes in Glk activity will necessitate changes in this energy supply which may hinder
endogenous processes, growth and development.
To evaluate the effect of Glk activity on ATP production, it was necessary to determine
the stoichiometric coefficient of ATP (x) on glucose from aerobic respiration as described by
Equation 1.
C6H12 06 + 6 02 -> 6 CO2 + 6 H20 (+ x ATP) (1)
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While aerobic respiration produces 4 ATP/glucose directly (Figure 4-1), the majority of
ATP generation is mediated through the reduced cofactors NADH and FADH 2 in the process
known as oxidative phosphorylation. Thus, the electron flow of glycolysis and the citric acid
cycle needed to be recapitulated (Figure 4-1). The reduced cofactor NADPH, also produced by
aerobic respiration and typically used for biosynthesis, is considered to be equivalent to NADH
in this analysis. To convert the electrochemical potential of the reduced cofactors, bacteria
typically use a two-step process. First, the electron pairs of the reduced cofactor are
transported to an electron acceptor outside the cell through an electron transport chain. In
aerobic fermentation, this transport is to 02 which is reduced to water. This electron transport
is coupled to the extrusion of protons from the cell generating a proton gradient of potential
energy. Then, this electrochemical gradient is dissipated by the re-entry of protons into the cell.
This physical movement of charge is coupled to the generation of ATP through membrane
bound ATP synthases (160).
The regulation and efficiency of these processes are highly environment dependent.
Proton extrusion has been measured to vary from 2-8 H*/NADH (161). Similarly, 2-4 H*/FADH 2
may be extrudedb (161). This results in up to 88 H' being extruded per mole of glucose
consumed with 6 moles of oxygen being reduced. The amount of protons needed to generate
ATP is also highly variable. Based on the free energy available from the proton gradient,
dependent on environmental conditions such as pH and temperature, a consensus value of ~3
H4 is nominally needed per ATP synthesized (160). Thus, each molecule of glucose can generate
up to 29.3 molecules of ATP from the reduced cofactors or a total of 33.3 moles ATP per mole
glucose with the consumption of 6 moles of molecular oxygen.
b The electrons of FADH 2 enter the electron transport chain directly after the NADH dehydrogenase
lowering the proton extrusion count by 0-4 H*/FADH 2.
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Decarboxylation 2 NADH Pyruvate ->acetyl-CoA
Citric Acid Cycle 2 ATP + 4 NADH +2 FADH 2 + 2 NADPH Citric Acid cycle
AEROBic RESPIRATION 4 ATP + 8 NADH + 2 FADH 2 + 2NADPH Glucose -CO 2
Figure 4-1I Overview of aerobic respiration
The major reactions and electron flow of glycolysis and the citric acid cycle with an accounting of the net
energy and electron flow. Abbreviations: GFP - glucose-6-phosphate; FGP - fructose-6-phosphate; FDP -
fructose-1,6- bispphosphate; PGALD - 3-phosphoglyceraldehyde; PEP - phosphoenolpyruvate; ATP -
adenosine triphosphate; NAD* - oxidized nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; NADH - reduced
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; FAD - oxidized flavin adenine dinucleotide; FADH 2 - reduced flavin
adenine dinucleotide. Adapted from (160).
While cells maximizing ATP production would appear to be optimal, such ATP
stoichiometric coefficients are inconsistent with the experimental evidence collected to date
(110). FBA models have been proposed with an objective of maximizing intracellular pools of
key metabolites for biomass formation or maximizing the flux towards them. With such an
objective function, the stoichiometric coefficient of ATP drops to ~ 19 moles ATP per mole
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glucose but provides much better agreement with experimentally measured biomass yields on
glucose (109, 110). Physically, this reduced efficiency may be realized by futile cycling of key
metabolites that dissipate energy to maintain metabolite pools (109, 162, 163). Accounting for
maintenance requirements such as macromolecule turnover and maintenance of membrane
potentials, a stoichiometric coefficient of 13-15 moles ATP/mole glucose is obtained which
corresponds well with experimental observations of biomass yield (110).
ATP production scales with glucose flux; however, there appears to be an upper bound
to the aerobic regeneration capacity as dictated by a respiration limit of ~ 16 mmol 0 2/h/ g dcw
(107). This limit has been suggested to be a biophysical constraint of the cell membrane being
only able to support a finite number of proton extrusion sites (108). Regardless of physiological
mechanism, however, taking a consumption rate of 6 moles 0 2/mole glucose and 14 moles ATP/
mole glucose net (15 moles ATP/mole glucose gross without accounting for Glk activity), a limit
of aerobic ATP production is established at ~40 mmol ATP/h/g dcw.
Having calculated an upper bound to the ATP synthesis rate, it was then necessary to
determine the amount of glucose processed by Glk and ATP consumed by Glk and endogenous
processes. Using experimentally measured in vitro total activities of Glk, the maximum glucose
flux as a function of Glk was determined as described in Equation 2:
F =60Aa (2)
where F is the maximum flux of glucose through Glk ([=]mmol/h/ g dcw), A is the total specific in
vitro activity ([=] U/mg total soluble (cytoplasmic) protein = ptmol glucose/min/mg total
cytoplasmic protein ), a is the fraction of dry cell weight that is cytoplasmic protein (0.38) (164).
Assuming 15 moles of ATP gross are produced per mole of glucose, this leads to an aerobic ATP
synthesis rate (P [=] mmol/h/g dcw) given by Equation 3:
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P = 900Aa; A 0.117 U
mg ((3)
P = 40; A > 0.117 U
mg
This result suggests that aerobic ATP generation saturates rather quickly (0.12 U/mg Glk) and
that this capacity is exceeded even with wildtype expression levels of Glk (0.28 U/mg - §2.2.2).
ATP consumption by Glk, however, is expected to scale linearly with Glk activity and is equal to
glucose flux (Equation 2), due to 1 ATP being used to phosphorylate each glucose molecule.
Glk activity was also seen to scale directly with the specific growth rate of the cell
(Figure 2-4b) with an expected attendant increase in the energetic demand necessary to support
the accelerated growth and division. Experimental measurements of the DNA, RNA, and protein
content of the cell suggests that they each vary quadratically with specific growth rate (Figure
4-2) (111). It was assumed that the cell dimensions would not change significantly as specific
growth rate increased (165) leading to a fixed phospholipid content of each cell. Salmonella
typhimurium, a bacterium of comparable size to E. coli (165), typically contains 8.7x10 6
phospholipids/cell (166) or ~5.9x10 19 phospholipids/g dcw. Phosphatidylethanolamine is the
primary phospholipid component of E. coli cell membranes (167) and is assumed to be made
primarily through decarboxylation of phosphatidylserine (160)
Using the correlations of specific growth rate and Glk activity (Figure 2-4b), and growth
rate and intracellular content (Figure 4-2), with the assumption that the new intracellular
content is generated within one doubling, the rates of protein, DNA, and RNA synthesis as a
function of GIk activity were calculated. These were then multiplied by the ATP stoichiometric
coefficients of Table 4-1 to determine their energetic cost. Finally, the ATP synthesis rate and
Glk ATPase activity as given by Equations 2 and 3 were computed. For non-viable and unhealthy
strains, Glk activity was extrapolated based on g/k mRNA abundance data (Figure 2-4a) and the
above calculations repeated. The results are summarized in Figure 4-3. Despite the many
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simplifying assumptions inherent in the model, its results are consistent with experimental
observations and provide some mechanistic insight. For most strains tested (Chapter 2), the
ATPase activity of Glk and total ATP demand are below the aerobic ATP regeneration capacity
resulting in healthy viable cells. KTS322 and KTS522, the strongest expressing g/k strains
(§2.2.2), fail to grow in minimal medium supplemented with glucose. Linearly extrapolating
their Glk activity in glucose supplemented medium, it is clear that the ATPase activity of Glk
alone matches or exceeds the aerobic regeneration capacity of the cell and is one potential
explanation for their non-viability. KTS722, which was noted to be sick accumulating one fourth
the biomass of the healthy mutants (§2.2.2), is predicted to have a total energetic demand
exceeding that of the aerobic capacity of the cell. Given that the correlations of intracellular
content are for exponentially dividing cells, it is possible that cells, initially in lag phase, produce
intracellular components at a slow rate allowing the cell to satisfy the energetic demand.
However, as the cell enters exponential phase and increases production to the predicted levels,
the cell can no longer meet the demand resulting in arrested growth and the reduced biomass
accumulation.
40.0
A RNA N Protein +DNA
35.0
i30.0
4 25.0
RNA = 0.1857x2+ 0.4683x+ 2.1629
S20.0 R=S9
Protein = 3.5638x2- 15.575x+ 45.788
E 15.0 .9896
10 DNA 0.0849x2 - 0.3793x+ 0.624110.0=0.9936
5.0 -
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Specific Growth Rate (1/h)
Figure 4-21 Protein, RNA and DNA content as a function of specific growth rate
Data is adapted from (111).
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Table 4-1 Approximate energetic costs of transcription, translation and replication
Process ATP equivalent/monomera Notes
RNA 6 ~4 ATPb for nucleoside biosynthesis + 2 ATP for
transcription conversion from monophosphate to triphosphate
Protein 4d 1 ATP for tRNA charging; 1 GTP for tRNA binding; 1
translationc GTP for chain translocation
DNA 6 ~4 ATP for nucleoside biosynthesis + 2 ATP for
replication conversion from monophosphate to triphosphate
Phospholipid Decarboxylation from phosphotidylserine; 1 CTP
synthesis 1 used to activate diacylglycerol for reaction with L-
serinef
a Unless explicitly accounted in the literature elsewhere, count represents the number of energetic
phosphorylated compounds involved (e.g. CTP) from a central carbon metabolism intermediate. Each
phosphorylated compound is assumed to be equivalent to 1 ATP.
b Purine biosynthesis requires 8 ATP while pyrimidines requires 2-3 ATP (2 for UTP/TTP, 3 for CTP).
Assuming slightly higher pyrimidine abundance in the genome, " 4 ATP required per base (168)
Neglects the energetic cost of amino acid biosynthesis
d (169)
e ATP is cleaved to AMP. To regenerate ADP for ATP synthesis, consumption of 1 more ATP is required.
(160)
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Figure 4-31 ATP consumption rates as a function of specific growth rate and Glk in vitro total activity in
minimal medium supplemented with glucose.
Total ATP demand represents the ATP required for biosynthesis of protein, RNA, DNA and phospholipids
in the cell as well as the ATPase activity of Glk. ATP production rates represent gross ATP production
without accounting for Glk activity (15 moles ATP/mole glucose). Correlation between specific growth
rate and Glk activity is based on experimental data (Figure 2-4b) and is represented by the scales of both
x-axes. ATP production rate and consumption rates are based on correlations between ATP demand and
specific growth rate as described. Experimentally observed specific growth rates and GIk activities of g/k
expression library mutants (§2.2.2) were used in these models to determine the total ATP demand (filled
blue squares) and GIk ATPase activity (filled triangles) and plotted against measured Glk in vitro activity.
Open blue squares and red triangles are total ATP demand and Glk ATPase activity, respectively, based on
extrapolated Glk activities given the relative mRNA abundance noted in glycerol supplemented medium
(Figure 2-4a). Region boundaries depicted are arbitrary but based on observed trends
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Apart from the stated assumptions, several others have been made implicitly in this model:
1. Concentrations of reagents are irrelevant and all reactions occur at maximalflux
In reality, all the reactions represented are concentration dependent and will
operate at suboptimal reaction rates when reagents are limiting (e.g. ATP). Thus,
the cell could potentially adapt to excessive ATP consumption by reduced carbon
flux due to ATP limitation. However, given the wide range of Km, ATPvalues for
endogenous processes (170), it is unlikely that all processes will be affected
equally. Thus, while it may be inaccurate to describe an intermediate regime of
reduced growth as a consequence of total ATP demand exceeding the synthesis
limit, for such strains ATP will be at critically low levels with some reactions at
maximal flux and others at suboptimal flux; this imbalance will lead to deleterious
accumulation/deficiency of some metabolites and arrested growth (cell death).
For cells with critically high Glk ATPase activity, other processes cannot proceed at
all and no growth will occur.
2. The stoichiometry of ATP on glucose remains constant.
While the stoichiometry of ATP on glucose is highly variable and can be regulated
by the cell, it is unlikely to vary in a manner that materially affects the conclusions
presented here. Decreases in the stoichiometric coefficient would lower the
energy generating potential, reinforcing the trends predicted and shifting the
predicted regime boundaries to the left. Increases in the stoichiometric
coefficient, particularly for high levels of Glk expression, are unsustainable and
would also reinforce the trends predicted here. Firstly, increases in the
stoichiometric coefficient by a cell would imply a reduction in biomass
accumulation and specific growth rate (171). This in turn would create positive
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feedback which would concentrate Glk through growth mediated buffering (§3.2.1
and §4.3.2) increasing the ATPase activity of Glk. Thus, the improved respiration
capacity would be mostly offset by increased Gik ATPase activity and ultimately
support the trends observed. Furthermore, the increased Glk activity and carbon
flux would lead to increased biomass accumulation as observed (Figure 2-4b) and
counter the increases in the stoichiometric coefficient resulting in minor
differences from the current proposed model.
3. There are no anaerobic orfermentative routes of ATP production to supplement
the aerobic capacity
For simplicity, fermentation was not considered in this model. However, such
processes would not increase the energy production rate of the cell much beyond
the 2 ATP produced by glycolysis per glucose. In fact, including such processes
would reduce the energy generation and biomass accumulation rates (due to
carbon loss to these fermentation processes) leading to the negative feedback
described previously and reinforcement of the observed trends.
4. ATP equivalents in Table 1 sufficiently describe the energetic costs of intracellular
production.
Energy, as defined in this model, refers to phosphorylated energy bearing
compounds such as ATP, CTP and GTP. Unless otherwise noted, all have been
considered energetically equivalent, potentially underestimating the energetic
costs. Furthermore, this model ignores the reducing power needed for
biosynthesis which could otherwise be used for energy production. Thus, this
simplifying assumption underestimates the true energetic costs of these
processes.
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Altogether, these assumptions form a more conservative estimate of the physiological
consequences of Glk expression on ATP utilization in E. coli and do not materially impact the
prediction of three regimes of cell health. More importantly, however, from this rather simple
framework we are able to bound the range of viable expression of Glk in agreement with
experimental observation and understand this phenomenon in the context of cellular energetic
constraints.
4.3.Effects of Physiology on Valve Performance
4.3.1. Sensitivity of gluconate productivity to system parameters
As discussed in Chapters 2 & 3, changes in Glk activity have led to phenotypic changes in the
health. Given these pleiotropic effects, two questions naturally come to mind:
* What is the sensitivity of gluconate productivity to system parameters?
* Are these effects more significant than the relationship anticipated to exist
between productivity and Glk activity (carbon flux)?
To begin to address these questions, a kinetic model of the competing reactions of Glk and Gdh
for glucose (Figure 4-4) was pursued. Implicit in this formulation are the following assumptions:
1. Species concentrations are continuous and uniformly distributed.
2. Concentrations of cofactors such as NAD*, Mg* and ATP are saturating and
constant.
3. Substrate binding to enzyme is rapid (i.e. the quasi steady state assumption).
4. Growth and cell death are ignored.
5. Enzyme concentrations are constant. One interpretation of this assumption is that
the cell is immortal and at steady state. Thus, in conjunction with assumption 4,
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the results of a single cell are representative of a culture and can be linearly scaled
by cell number for aggregate un-normalized behavior.
Taken together, assumptions 1-5 suggest Michaelis-Menten type kinetics. Additional
assumptions are:
6. Glucose transport into the cell occurs at a constant rate independent of
intracellular concentration and Glk activity.
7. Intracellular products are transported instantaneously to the extracellular
environment.
8. Gluconate is not further metabolized once generated.
Glucose
ATP ADP NAD(P)* NAD(P)H
Glk Gdh
Glucose - 6 - D-Gluconate
Phosphate
Figure 4-41 Competing reactions for glucose
Based on these assumptions, one can derive the model described in Equation 4 with
parameters and species as described in Table 4-2.
dG k2,g GK k2,GT
=G - 2
dt Kg +G K,,,t +G
dN k 2 :GT (4)dt Km +G
=NG
Y G
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Table 4-21 Glk-Gdh competition model parameter definitions and values used
Symbol Value Units Definition Notes Reference
G M glucose
concentration
N M gluconate
concentration
Molar yield of
gluconate
K 0-c0.134 M .i Based on experimentally observed range Figure 2-4b
concentration
s GdhT 0 - 0.32x10~ M concentration Based on experimentally observed range Figure 4-6A
6 Glucose (GalP) Order of magnitude estimate of kct fromGi, 10 -0.1 M/s Glucoe Gate homologous sugar transporters (5x104  (172)transport rate molecules/s); expression level unknown
k2, 410 1/s Glk turnover (173)
rate
Kmg 7.6x10 5  M Glk Michaelis (173)
constant
k2t 0.772 1/s Gdh turnover Estimated from total activity of purified (174)
rate enzyme
Km, t 4. 8x10 3  M Gdh Michaelis (174)
constant
Simulating the system of Equation 4 in Matlab (m-file: kineticyieldexplore.m,
Appendix A3.1) for various glucose transport rates, and Glk and Gdh concentrations with a
simulation time of 72 h, the model recapitulates expected trends (Figure 4-5). The model
predicts a strong dependence of gluconate on all 3 parameters. At low glucose transport rates,
the gradient of gluconate yield is oriented diagonally towards the y-axis with a greater x-
component (Glk activity) than y. This trend is anticipated given the large differences in catalytic
specificity (k2/Km) of the two enzymes: Glk utilization of glucose is more efficient and thus a lot
of glucose is liberated and available for conversion to gluconate with relatively small decreases
in Glk activity. Conversely, due to this efficiency mismatch, increasing Gdh expression by a
comparable amount has a much smaller impact on shifting the balance of flux in its favor. Very
high yields of gluconate conversion can only be obtained with low levels of Glk. As the glucose
transport rate increases, glucose accumulates and is no longer limiting; the gradient rotates to
become parallel with the y-axis at which point, gluconate yield is limited by Gdh activity.
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Figure 4-51 Gluconate yield as a function of Gik and Gdh activity, and glucose transport rate
Relative Glk and Gdh activity are plotted on the x and y axes respectively. Glucose transport rates were
varied across the 4 plots and are A) 106 M/s B) 3x10 4 M/s C) 10- M/s and D) 102 M/s. Gluconate molar
yield % on glucose is represented by the heat map with conversion increasing from dark red to white as
indicated by the colorbar on the right.
In trying to redirect carbon flux into a production pathway, it has been implicitly
assumed that the heterologous genes were expressed at the same level (given similar induction
conditions) as GIk activity was varied. However, experiments have proven this assumption to be
patently false (§2.2.3). Thus, the effect of Glk activity on Gdh expression and gluconate
productivity was explored. Under conditions similar to Section 3.2.2, Gdh was expressed from
an IPTG inducible promoter in 4 members of the KTSx221G gik expression library (§2.2.3) in the
presence of an additional empty vector. After 72 h, gluconate yields and Gdh expression were
measured. As expected, increasing the amount of IPTG used to induce expression led to an
increase in the maximum amount of Gdh measured (Figure 4-6). However, there was also a
strong dependence of Gdh expression on Glk activity. Gdh expression varied approximately
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sigmoidally with Glk activity, likely due to the increased carbon flux to support heterologous
expression. Once a certain threshold of carbon flux was met, however, further improvements
are not met with increased Gdh expression. Of note, the weakest Glk expressing strain only
grew under the lowest induction level tested (25 pM IPTG). Under such conditions, the cell was
able to produce small amounts of Gdh (~2.3 U/mg total protein). Nonetheless, it was able to
achieve the highest gluconate yields (Figure 4-7A).
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Figure 4-61 Impact of GIk activity on Gdh expression
Gdh expressed at one of three IPTG induction levels in a Glk expression family mutant (KTSx221G - §2.2.3)
bearing a plasmid for Gdh expression and an empty vector plasmid as surrogate for the antisense valve
(§3.2.2). Due to the similar assay chemistries, Glk activity cannot be measured in the presence of Gdh.
Estimated Glk activities presented here represent those of the KTSx22 parental strain (§2.2.2) in the
absence of any plasmid. Graph depicts the mean ± SD of at least 3 culture flasks. Curves are fit to a Hill
expression of the form y = V"
Examining gluconate yields (Figure 4-7A), the system only performs as anticipated with
low IPTG induction. At higher levels of IPTG, there is no trend or an unpredicted direct
correlation of gluconate yield and Glk. Given the counterintuitive nature of these results, the
competition model presented was used to explain the behavior observed. If high GalP
expression (~1000 molecules/cell -> Gin= 10- M/s) is assumed and the relationship between Glk
and Gdh activities (Figure 4-6) accounted for, the experimental trends are captured (Figure 4-7).
Using the KTSx221G library, the Gluconate-Glk-Gdh landscape (Figure 4-5) may only be sampled
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discretely and is constrained by the relationship between Glk and Gdh (Figure 4-6). Evaluating
the predicted yields at the sampled points, namely relative Glk levels of ~0.3,~ 0.5,~ 0.6 and
~0.9, both the anticipated and counterintuitive relative trends at each induction level are
recapitulated (Figure 4-7B). However, the relative yields between induction levels at a given Glk
expression level and absolute yields are not captured by this model. The model displays a
consistent positive bias in its prediction for gluconate yield suggesting that yields are limited by
another factor currently not considered. Preliminary experiments suggest that this factor is
NAD*, presumed to be constant in the model.
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Figure 4-71 Gluconate yield as a function of Glk and Gdh expression A) Experimentally measured
B)Model predictions.
A) Gluconate molar yield as a function of GIk activity in a GIk expression mutant bearing a plasmid for Gdh
expression and an empty vector plasmid as surrogate for the antisense valve. Due to the similar assay
chemistries, Glk activity cannot be measured in the presence of Gdh. Estimated GIk activities presented
here represent those of the KTSx22 parental strain (§2.2.2) in the absence of any plasmid. Graph depicts
the mean ± SD of at least 3 cultures. B) Glucose transport rate was set at 103M/s. Yields as predicted by
the model with estimated GIk activity values of Panel A. Relative GIk activity spans 0 - 0.5 U/mg Glk.
Despite its simplicity, major features of the system performance have been
recapitulated by this model. The model predicts yield improvements under glucose limiting
conditions with decreased Glk activity, and increased Gdh activity otherwise. Taking into
account the constraints of Gdh and GIk expression and the discrete sampling of the landscape,
its trend predictions at individual induction levels qualitatively agree with those from
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experiment and further support the assertion that there exists a more complex tradeoff
between pathway efficiency, cell health and pathway expression (§2.2.3). The model, however,
is unable to accurately predict absolute trends across induction levels. While some of the error
may be attributable to demonstrably false assumptions (e.g. constant glucose transport -
macroscopic measurements of glucose titers suggest a lower utilization rate for the lowest Glk
expressing strain), the consistent bias suggests a fourth (or more) unexplored variable.
Nonetheless, with only 3 variables we are able to recreate general trends, explore the complex
relationship between gluconate productivity and cell phenotype and begin to elucidate the
interplay between these factors.
4.3.2. Significance of growth mediated buffering as a regulatory mechanism
As observed in Figure 2-4b, Glk activity is correlated with the specific growth rate of PTS
Glu* mutants. This effect, however, has consequences for the ability to control Glk itself. Most
bacterial proteins, including Glk, are intrinsically stable and diluted only by growth (143). This in
turn generates negative feedback which can potentially buffer the cell against some of the
effects of Glk manipulation (125) (§3.2.1). However, it is still unclear as to the magnitude of this
effect. To answer this question, a model was generated with the following assumptions:
1. Species concentrations are continuous and uniformly distributed.
2. Growth and Glk activity are related by a monotonic linear increasing function as
described by Figure 2-4b.
3. Reaction participants (polymerases, nucleotides, etc.) bind quickly and are in
excess.
4. Growth rate changes, when accounted for, are instantaneous.
From these assumptions, transcription and translation of Glk may be represented by Equation 5
with species and parameter values as defined in Table 4-3.
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dm (kdm=a-(kg1 +pup
dt
dP/ PdP= flm - PP (5)
dt
P = 7P + so
Table 4-31 Growth mediated buffering model parameter definitions and values used
Symbol Value Units Definition Notes Reference
g/k mRNA
m molecules/cell concenaconcentration
P molecules/cell Glk concentration
p 1/min specific growth rate
molecules/cell/ Number of transcripts
a 0.189 min transcription rate per division/doubling (175)
time
proteins/ Fit to experimental data6 transcript/min translation rate for KTSO22; nominal (111)
range ~3-6
kd 0.21 1/min mRNA degradation Calculated from half-life (175)
rate of 3.3 min
y 4.1x10.n 1/min/ slope of growth-Glk Fit to experimental data §2.2.2protein correlation (Figure 2-4b)
(p 2.2x10~5 1/min intercept of growth- Fit to experimental data §2.2.2Glk correlation (Figure 2-4b)
To illustrate the effect of growth mediated buffering on the dynamic range of control, c
was varied. In the test case (Figure 4-8), the mRNA transcript abundance was halved,
representing asRNA or inverter control, and the system simulated for 1200+ mins. When the
specific growth rate is assumed to be constant at 0.29 h-1 (0.005 min-'), the relative change in
Glk activity is equal to the relative change in mRNA levels. If growth mediated buffering is
included, however, it is observed that Glk activity only decreases by 25% despite the 50%
reduction in mRNA levels. Some of the potential reduction in activity is offset by the reduction
in growth rate which concentrates the remaining Glk. In this manner, the negative feedback
between growth and Glk activity buffers the cell against changes in g/k expression.
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Figure 4-81 Predicted Glk activity as a function of time when mRNA levels are halved at t = 0.
Predicted Gik activity is calculated with p constant at 0.28 h1 and p variable as described in Figure 2-4b
(growth mediated buffering).
This phenomenon was then further investigated by exploring this buffering effect as a
function of changes in g/k expression. The gain (K) or steady state change in protein
concentration for a given step change in (free) mRNA concentration may be defined for the two
cases as follows.
Constant p
At steady state, dx/dt = 0. Thus, the steady state concentrations (xss) are given by setting the
differential equations of Equation 5 to 0:
0 = a-(k, +pm,
kd >> p (6)
a
d
0 =&Qs pP
#3m,, _ f8a (7)
p kdp
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For a negative step change in the transcription rate of (1-f)a, the gain (Kconstant) may be defined
as:
K=AY
AX
Iss,final ss,initial
final initial
/Jfa Pa
kdP kd
fa-a
(f-1)a
(f-1)a
Kconstant kdp
As expected, the gain is constant leading to a linear relationship between mRNA and protein
levels.
Variable p
The steady state concentrations of gik mRNA is the same as that as described by Equation 6.
The steady state protein levels, however, is given by the following:
0 = p8m , - pP,
0 = fla (yP + (P)Pkd
/Ja
0 = yP + pP - k (9)
kd
-+ 2 42+ Jay
P'S kd
-- _ d27
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For physical solutions, the steady state protein level is described by Equation 10.
2 43ay
k
Psd (10)
SS 27
The gain is then given by:
K AY
AX
,final ~ s,initial
afinal ainitial
+ 2 +4fay + 2 4ay
_k_ _k_ (11)
27 2y/
fa-a
(2k 4/fay 2 4,6ay
k7 kC
Kvariable = 2(f -1)ya
In the case of growth mediated buffering, the gain is variable and a non-linear function of the
input change.
The buffering capacity, defined as (Kconstant - Kvariable)/Kconstant, was then evaluated and
plotted as a function of the final g/k mRNA concentration after perturbation (Figure 4-9) (see m-
file bufferevalf, Appendix 3.2). This parameter represents the relative amount of change in
Glk activity not realized due to the coupling of activity and growth. As g/k expression is
increased from wildtype levels by a perturbation, at least half of the perturbation is rejected.
Moreover, as this disturbance grows, the increased growth rate offsets the increase in
expression leading to the buffering capacity of the cell growing. While much of these changes
are not realizable due to the ATP limitation presented in Section 4.2.1, if such scenarios were
possible, up to 90% of the perturbation would be rejected through growth mediated buffering.
Conversely, as disturbances decrease g/k mRNA levels, less than 50% of the disturbance is
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rejected. This capacity diminishes as transcription is suppressed further. This result is
counterintuitive as in such scenarios the cell would seemingly be better served by rejecting as
much of the disturbance as possible. However, to do so, the cell would have to sacrifice growth
to a much larger extent leading to this superficially suboptimal solution. This behavior also
begins to explain the relative performance differences between the inverter and asRNA valve
actuators. Minimal downregulation of g/k expression (i.e. asRNA) can be compensated for more
efficiently than the significant repression of expression (i.e. inverter).
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Figure 4-91 Buffering capacity of cells perturbed from the initial steady state (Relative gik mRNA = 1) as
a function of the final mRNA level
Growth mediated buffering, as presented here, has significant potential to minimize the
impact of differential expression of g/k expression. At increased expression levels, the increase
in specific growth rate has the potential to counter the majority of this disturbance. Conversely,
maximum relative changes in Glk activity may be realized with significant inhibition of Glk
expression. While seemingly suboptimal, by opting to ignore such changes the cell may still
maintain growth rates that allow the cell to proliferate and potentially remain competitive in the
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environment. Coupled with metabolite efficiency (145) and PEP substrate inhibition (144)
discussed in detail elsewhere, the cell is equipped to passively and effectively respond to most
perturbations in carbon flux without energy intensive and slower genetic regulation, reducing
the efficiency of an engineered valve.
4.4.Perspectives
As engineers attempt to design ever more complex biological systems to solve the
problems of tomorrow, they will need both a rich toolbox of parts with which to work and
detailed information about their performance. Synthetic biology has taken up this mantle with
the goal of developing well defined and characterized parts (60, 62, 73, 74). To date, this
characterization has been primarily empirical datasets at fixed experimental conditions (73, 74).
Organizations such as the BIOFAB (http:// biofab.org) and the Registry of Standard Biological
Parts (http://partsregistry.org) have also lent their support to the development and
characterization of such parts with rich community discussions and high throughput
characterization of their performance. Indeed, it is through the existence and use of these
resources that much of the work in this dissertation has been completed. With this vision in
mind, a framework of frequency domain based transfer functions to characterize such systems
was proposed.
Frequency domain based transfer functions are a mainstay of classical control
engineering (176). Central to this framework are three key parameters: gain (input-output dose
response slope), time constant (measure of the response time), and dead/lag time (time taken
by the input signal to propagate before the system begins to respond). These parameters are
sufficient to accurately represent the information content of current datasheets (Figure 4-10)
while being rooted in physical models. Moreover, like the modular physical assembly of such
parts, the properties of their related transfer functions would allow the prediction of the
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assembled system by simple algebraic manipulation. Thus, they not only offer the advantage of
simplifying characterization and its representation, but allow for some prediction of system
behavior in novel contexts. However, the properties of such systems that make this approach
tractable are not present normally in biological systems. Parameters are neither necessarily
time invariant nor are system responses linear. Moreover, integration of multiple inputs and
differential regulation in response to various stimuli make linearization schemes tenuous. More
sophisticated frameworks from control theory which can accommodate such features, however,
lose the elegance and simplicity of frequency domain based transfer functions making them
undesirable for routine use.
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Figure 4-10|I Prototypical characterization datasheets
(A) Canton & Endy, 2008 (73). (B) Lee et. al, 2011 (74)
Nonetheless, the results and models developed through this work illustrate a need for a
framework with greater appreciation of the context dependence of such systems. While some
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effort has been directed towards relatively linear context dependent effects (medium
composition, strain, etc) (74), the net sum of these effects and their interaction on related
systems has been relatively unexplored. In this work, the impacts of some of these interactions
have been tested and examined theoretically for the designed glucose valves. Firstly, the effects
of glycolytic modulation on cellular health were explored and boundaries on realizable levels of
Glk expression established. Secondly, some of the attendant global changes of this
manipulation on performance of a heterologous pathway were explored. Finally, the impact of
existing passive negative feedback mechanisms on the control potential of such systems was
examined. Underlying this work is the theme that there exist emergent and complex cellular
responses to seemingly minor physiological changes. While these challenges may hinder the
progress of synthetic biology, they are not insurmountable. They do, however, point to a need
for more sophisticated design tools such as computer aided design tools or BioCAD
environments (68-72) that may capture and predict these phenomena a priori.
4.5.Materials and Methods
4.5.1. Strains and plasmids
Gluconate production in strains bearing multiple plasmids was tested in KTSO221G,
KTS6221G, KTS8221G and KTS922IG of the glucokinase expression family (§2.2.3). Gdh was
expressed from pTrc99Cm-Gdh (§2.2.3) with IPTG as indicated. The surrogate plasmid used in
all cases was pKVS45 (§3.2.1).
4.5.2. Culture conditions
Experimental cultures were grown at 37'C in M9 minimal medium supplemented with
0.8 mM L- leucine and 1.5% (w/v) glucose. For all experiments, starter cultures were grown to
an OD measured at a wavelength of 600 nm (OD600 ) of at least 0.2 before being transferred to a
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50 ml flask of the same media. IPTG was added as indicated to both the starter culture and 50
ml flasks at inoculation. Shake flasks were inoculated to a final OD600 of ~0.005 and monitored
for 72 h before samples were taken and clarified by centrifugation. The supernatant was then
stored at 4'C until HPLC analysis. Ampicillin, and chloramphenicol were used at concentrations
of 100 and 34 pg/ml, respectively.
4.5.3. Enzyme activity levels
All enzyme activity assays were performed on crude lysates generated by sonication of 5
ml frozen cell pellets resuspended in 500 pI of 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH=8.0) at ~ 8 W in 5 x 5 s pulses
on ice. The resulting lysates were clarified by centrifugation before being assayed for Gdh
activity as described previously (§2.4.4). In brief, one unit of Gdh activity oxidizes 1.0
gmole/min of D-glucose at pH 7.6 at room temperature in 60 mM potassium phosphate buffer
and 0.67 mM NAD*. Reaction progress is measured at a wavelength of 340 nm. Due to the
assay chemistry, Glk activity cannot be measured independently of Gdh activity. Enzyme
activities reported are normalized by total protein levels as measured in a modified Bradford
Assay (124) .
4.5.4. Metabolite analysis
Glucose, gluconate (Gnt), and 5-ketogluconate (5KG) were measured by HPLC analysis
using an Aminex* HPX-87H anion exchange column (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) in an
Agilent 1100 series HPLC instrument (Santa Clara, CA) as described previously (§2.4.5)
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5.1.Thesis Summary
This thesis has focused on the development of glucose valves for metabolic engineering
in E. coli. Such a device has the potential to balance the needs of cell health with the demands
of a heterologous pathway and enable the design of new classes of unnatural pathways where
glucose is the sole carbon source used directly as a substrate for production and growth. The
primary findings of the thesis are as follows.
In Chapter 2, a novel E. coli host was engineered to allow for the uptake of
unphosphorylated glucose. Once in the cell, commitment of glucose to endogenous processes is
accomplished through glucokinase (Glk) making it a natural glucose valve. To demonstrate
potential control of Glk, an expression library was made using promoters from the Registry of
Standard Biological Parts. Glk expression was controlled between half to twice that of native
expression with an attendant change in the specific growth rate, suggesting successful
redirection of intracellular carbon flux. This capability was then confirmed by the redirection of
carbon into a model heterologous pathway where pathway yield was increased by 2 fold with
decreases in Glk activity. This control, however, was limited by the ability of the cell to meet
endogenous demands and express recombinant enzyme.
Dynamic control of Glk activity could potentially alleviate this limitation by allowing the
cell to accumulate biomass and needed intracellular resources before carbon flux was
redirected towards heterologous production. Exploring this issue, antisense RNA (asRNA) and
gene circuit devices (inverters) were constructed in Chapter 3. Using asRNA, Glk activity could
be inhibited by up to 25%; however, this did not lead to controllable increases in pathway
productivity. Inverters, on the other hand, were able to quickly, reliably and dynamically
decrease Glk activity by up to 50% with a concomitant increase in pathway productivity and
decrease in carbon waste to acetate.
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To explore the full potential of a Glk glucose valve, models describing various facets of
the Glk system were developed in Chapter 4. These models were able to recapitulate the basic
system phenomena observed and provide insight into how they arise. Specifically, the range of
Glk expression possible was bounded due to energy production constraints of the cell. Then,
the interplay between various physiological features and their impact on the output of a
heterologous pathway was explored. Finally, the emergence of negative feedback through the
coupling of Glk activity and growth was examined and its effect on the controllability of Glk
studied.
5.2.Future Directions
This thesis represents but the first iteration through the design process. Naturally, the
lessons learnt here suggest several points of refinement. As discussed, the coupling of growth,
Glk activity and Glk degradation presents a significant regulatory mechanism resulting in
variable gain. Thus, to decouple the negative feedback and realize the full potential of control
actions against g/k mRNA, Glk should be engineered with a half-life significantly lower than the
cell doubling time. This may be achieved through the use of tunable protein degradation tags
(146, 177). Another viable line of inquiry is an exploration of alternative valve actuator
mechanisms. In this study, antisense RNA and an inverting gene circuit were explored. These
designs represent but one permutation possible. For instance, the existing inverter may be
tuned by varying the expression and binding strengths of its constituents (by substituting the
RBS, operators, promoters, etc) to potentially find a more optimal solution. Moreover, the
control elements themselves (tetR, lad) may be swapped with other regulators such as araC,
luxR and so on for a potentially more responsive system. Similarly, over the course of this
thesis, a number of tools and methodologies for the design of antisense RNA have been
published; most notable of these is the advent of modular antisense RNA control (178).
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Integrating these new techniques may result in better performing constructs. Moving beyond
these designs, diverse alternative valve actuation mechanisms may be possible including
riboregulators (53), recombination switches (88, 179) and controlled expression of orthogonal
protein translation (180). Finally, post-transcriptional methods of control, such as engineered
allostery (51) or inducible degradation (50) may be explored for systems with better dynamic
performance.
Glucose valves, as presented in this dissertation, are exclusively manually controlled;
however, they may be integrated into larger gene circuits for autonomous control. For instance,
they may be engineered to recognize factors such as cell density (181), intracellular metabolites
(56) or even light (133). In such contexts, a valve would be more economically attractive as it
would no longer be associated with the cost of inducer. Moreover, such systems may
potentially be more stable as they would be responsive to environmental perturbations. Finally,
the concept of a valve is readily extensible to any number of metabolites where deletion of the
competing pathway is deleterious and there is a significant difference in the catalytic specificity
of competing reactions at the node of interest.
The work presented here has been enabled by the tools of synthetic biology. Among
these were the promoter libraries and inverter components from the Registry of Standard
Biological Parts. These resources have extraordinary potential in furthering the engineering of
biological systems and would benefit from the addition of richer and more diverse part libraries.
For example, while the Anderson promoter library proved invaluable in probing the boundaries
of Glk control, work was ultimately limited by the resolution of such resources. The BIOFAB,
based in Silicon Valley, is beginning to address this issue. Nonetheless, there is a clear and
present need for standardization in characterization across such resources. Attempts were
made over the course of this thesis to fill gaps by experimenting with parts from both databases.
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However, the context dependence of the characterization between these resources led to
unpredictable results which were, ultimately, not developed in this dissertation (see Appendix
A2). Finally, incorporating modules that can predict the interactions of engineered systems with
host physiology and the consequences of this on device performance into existing CAD tools,
such as BioJADE (72) and Clotho (182), would be of much utility to the field.
5.3.Concluding Remarks
In this thesis, global phenotypes were controlled while simultaneously allowing the
regulation of metabolite flux into a heterologous pathway. More importantly, however, this
work represents one of the first reports of glucose redirection in E. coli and enables the creation
of unnatural pathways utilizing glucose directly as a substrate for growth and production; a
capability which heretofore was unavailable. Underpinning this work is use of various
paradigms and tools of synthetic biology which have the potential to empower the creation of
ever more complex biological devices. This work, however, acknowledges the importance of the
physiological response to such devices and, hopefully, underscores the need for the improved
understanding of such effects.
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Al| Generating a recA expression system for chromosomal
manipulation
A1.1 Introduction
The work performed in this dissertation was primarily performed in recA E. coli mutants.
However, the methods of chromosomal manipulations needed to engineer these strains, such as
A-Red recombination and P1 transduction, require homologous recombination which benefit
from recA expression (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000; Sandri and Berger, 1980; Wang et al., 2006;
Zabrovitz et al., 1977). Commercial plasmids that express recA as a part of a A-Red
recombination system exist (Wang et al., 2006); these systems, however, are encumbered by
intellectual property rights that restrict their use for routine operations. Thus, in-house recA
expression systems were generated for routine manipulations.
A1.2 Materials & methods
Cloning operations conducted according to standard practices, unless otherwise noted
(Sambrook and Russell, 2001). PCR amplifications were completed with Phusion High Fidelity
DNA Polymerase (NEB, Ipswich, MA) and oligonucleotides from Sigma-Genosys (St. Louis, MO,
Table A - 1). Plasmids were selected for and maintained with 100 pg/ml ampicillin in LB
medium at 30 0C to prevent curing. Plates were irradiated with UV at 254 nm and 10 J/cm 2 as
indicated in a Stratalinker* UV Crosslinker (Stragene, now Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA)
graciously provided by Prof. Natalie Kuldell.
As these expression systems are needed only transiently for routine operation, curable
vectors were constructed. The temperature sensitive origin of replication from pKD46 was
selected (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000). To facilitate inducible expression of recA for P1
transduction protocols, the origin of pKD46 and the Tet cassette and promoters of pKVS45
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(Chapter 3) were amplified with 40 nt overhangs to facilitate homologous recombination with
themselves and recA. Similarly, for X-Red recombination protocols, pKD46 was amplified with
40 nts overhangs homologous to recA. recA from E. coli MG1655 was amplified from the
genome using PCR. These were assembled in an equimolar one pot isothermal in vitro
recombination reaction as described by Gibson et al (2009) to make pKVSRecA, a tet-inducible
recA plasmid, and pKD46RecA, an arabinose inducible operon containing the A-Red
recombinases and recA, respectively. Assembly products were then used to transform E. coli
DH10B. The resulting colonies were screened and isolated using standard practices (Sambrook
and Russell, 2001).
Table A - II Oligonucleotides used
Primer Sequence (5 '->3')a
pKVSRecA
SCTerm tgatagcgaaggcgtagcagaaactaacgaagatttttaaAATGGCGATGACGC
SCAmp ATAAATCGATGCAGGTGG
KVSTetR gcgcacatttccccgaaaagtgccacctgcatcgatttatTTAAGACCCACTTTCACATTT
KVSR0040 tgttttcgtcgatagccatttttactcctgtcatgccgGGTAAGTGCTCAGTATCTCTATCACTGATA
pKD46RecA
pKD46F tgatagcgaaggcgtagcagaaactaacgaagatttttaaCGCATCCTCACGATAATATC
pKD46R tgttttcgtcgatagccatttttactcctgtcatgccgGGTAATCATCGCCATTGCTC
RecA
RecAF cggcatgacaggagtaa
RecAR ttaaaaatcttcgttagtttctg
aHomologous sequences for recombination are indicated in lowercase.
Introduced spacer sequence is indicated with ITALICS.
A1.3 Results & Discussion
To confirm conferral of a RecA* phenotype by these plasmids, DH1OB (RecA) was
transformed with isolated preparations of pKD46RecA and pKVSRecA and irradiated with UV at
254 nm. UV radiation introduces double strand breaks into the chromosome of the host which
may only be repaired effectively in the presence of recA (Krasin and Hutchinson, 1977). Cells
unable to repair these breaks cannot replicate and die. As a RecA control, DH10B with pKD46
was evaluated. Similarly, MG1655 (RecA*) with pKD46 was tested as a positive control. 10 pl of
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culture grown overnight in selective LB medium was spot plated in triplicate on selective LB
plates and exposed to UV radiation before being induced with 250 ng/ml anhydrodtetracycline
(aTc) or 0.5% L-arabinose (L-Ara) and incubated overnight at 30 *C. After approximately 20 h,
the plates were photographed (Figure A - 1). As expected, the unexposed control plate had
growth under all conditions. Similarly, on the exposed plate, the RecA* MG1655 grew under all
conditions while the DH10B RecA~ [pKD46] control failed to grow. pKD46RecA conferred a RecA*
phenotype solely when induced with L-Ara as anticipated and enabled chromosomal
manipulation as desired (Chapters 2-3). pKVSRecA, however, seemed to constitutively express
recA leading to growth when exposed to UV regardless of inducer used. Subsequent sequencing
of the plasmid revealed a point mutation in tetR which may prevent its binding and regulation of
the tet-promoter resulting in the phenotype seen. Despite this, pKVSRecA still yields viable
colonies suitable for P1 transduction applications (Geisa Lopes, personal communication).
No UV 10 J/cm2 @ 254 nm
MG1655
[pKD46] (+ve)
DHIOB
[pKD46) (-ve)
DHIOB
[pKVSRecA]
DHIOB
[pKD46RecA+]
+aTc - + - - + .
+L-Ara - - + - - +
Figure A - 11 Photograph of exposed and unexposed plates after 20 h.
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A2.1 Introduction
Despite the successes with the Anderson promoter library, its crude resolution (20
promoters) hindered attempts to probe more precisely the phenotypic boundaries observed
and develop a richer dataset. The BIOFAB through their C - dog project, however, offers
hundreds of promoters which may fill this need. More importantly, included in their dataset is
one member of the Anderson promoter library which allows for some degree of performance
mapping between characterizations of the two datasets.
A2.2 Materials and Methods
As an initial study, 3 promoters from the BIOFAB collection were integrated into
KTSO221G as described in Section 2.4.1 with primers as described in Table A - 2 (Sigma Genosys,
St. Louis, MO). Culture conditions and enzymes assays as described in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.4.
A2.3 Results and Discussion
Within the BIOFAB dataset lies the promoter J23101 (promoter strength = 0.70). Using
this as a basis, several BIOFAB promoters were selected to extend the Glk expression family that
lay both within the existing points as described in Table A - 3. Initially, KTS14221G, KTS16221G
and KTS19221G were generated.
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Name Sequence 5 '- 3 ,a
Glk mutant construction & integration
g/k1FruR CTATGTCGACTAGATTCAAACGGGGTAATTGTGTGACCCAGA
glk2K1422 CTATGTCGACTCCACACATTATACGAGCCGGATGATTAACTGGGAACCTAGGGCCGGAAAGGCA
g1k2K1622 CTATGTCGACATCCACACATTATACGAGCCGGATGATTAATTGTCAACCTAGGGCCGGAAAGGCA
g/k2K1922 CTATGTCGACTCCACACATTATACGAGCCGGATGATTAACATTCAACCTAGGGCCGGAAAGGCA
glk kan CTATTCCTTA TGCGGGGTCAGATACTTAGTTTGCCCAGCTTGCAAAA AGGCATCGCTGCAATTGGTGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC
K1422/1922 insert CACA TCACCGACTAA TGCATACTTTGTCATTCTTCAACTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAAA TAATTCTTTTCCACACATTATACGAGCCG
K1622 insert CACATCACCGACTAATGCATACTTTGTCATTCTTCAACTGCTCCGCTAAAGTCAAAATAATTCTTTATCCACACATTATACGAGCCG
Introduced mutations (promoters or other) are in boldface type; homologous sequences for recombination are
underlined and italicized; restriction sites used for cloning are underlined.
aAll oligonucleotides purchased from Sigma-Genosys, St. Louis, MO.
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Table A - 31 BIOFAB promoters tested
Strain Name BioFab Part Name Strength relative to J23100
KTS9221G 0.10
KTS14221G apFAB263 0.09
KTS16221G apFAB60 0.08
KTS62216 0.06
KTS19221G apFAB253 0.05
KTS8221G 0.04
As an initial assessment, the mutants were grown in triplicate in minimal medium
supplemented with glycerol and assayed for Glk activity in mid-exponential phase (OD 600 ~ 0.5).
In spite of previous characterization at the BIOFAB, the new context of the GIk system provided
wholly unpredicted results (Figure A - 2A). Given that an infinite number of straight lines may
be plotted through a single datapoint, it is unsurprising that the BIOFAB promoter
characterization does not map precisely to the Anderson promoter dataset. What is interesting,
however, is that even between the BIOFAB promoters themselves, relative trends do not persist
when switched to a novel context (Figure A - 2A). Such observations, however, have been
noted previously (Vivek Mutalik, personal communication) and genetic motifs have been
developed to control this issue (Mutalik, V et al., unpublished manuscript). Evaluating these
constructs in minimal medium supplemented with glucose, only KTS14221G of the BIOFAB
promoters is viable (Figure A - 2B). Here, its performance also represents a significant outlier of
the Glk activity vs specific growth rate trend noted previously (§2.2.2) which cannot be as easily
explained. Moreover, KTS16221G which should lie within the viable range of Glk (§2.2.2) as
predicted by its glycerol performance, was not viable. However, given the relative
underperformance of KTS14221G in going from glycerol to glucose supplemented medium
(weakest activity in glucose but 2nd highest activity after KTS9221G in glycerol), this is not wholly
unanticipated. One potential hypothesis for the drastic differences in performance is
differences in the physical architecture of the two promoter libraries. Nevertheless, given the
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challenges which arise from the context dependence of biological systems, efforts with the
BIOFAB promoters were abandoned.
B
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Figure A - 21 Performance of selected BIOFAB promoters vs the Anderson library
A) Glk activity as a function of predicted promoter strength from cultures grown in 50 ml M9(0.4%
glycerol). B) Specific growth rate vs. Glk activity of cultures grown in 50 ml M9(1.5% glucose). Data
represents the triplicate mean ± SD. Predicted promoter strength is relative to J23100
(http://partsregistry.org).
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A31 MATLAB Code
A3.1 Gdh-Glk competition model
function kinetic-yield explore
tic
clc
clf
%Simulates the role of the relative kinetics of Gdh and Glk on
Gluconate
%%%%%O-%%%%%0%%%%0%%%%%%%.KINETIC
PARAMETERS%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%00000
%Glk @ R/T, pH = 7.5, Miller 2004
%(Miller has Km order of magnitude lower than Meyer 1997)
Kmg = 7.6e-5; %[=] M
k2_g = 410; %[=] 1/s
%Gdh @ 23 C, pH =6.5, Ramaly, 1983
Kmh = 4.8e-3; %[=] M
k2_h = 0.772; %[=] 1/s
PARAMETERS (NEB) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%O%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%http://www.neb.com/nebecomm/tech-reference/generaldata/proteindata.a
sp
protcell = 1.55e-13; %[=]g, mass of protein per cell
volcell = le-15; %[=]L, cell volume
000000000000%0%000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % SCAL ING%%% %%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%M
Glkmax = 0.5; %[=] U/mg; experimental (approx)
Gdh-max = 40; % [=] U/mg; experimental (approx)
k = linspace(0,1, 50);
h = 0.8; %dimensionless Gdh expression
Gin = le-3; % le-6; le-4, 2e-4, 3e-4, 7e-4, le-3, le-2, le-1, 1, 10];
%[=] M/s; Assuming GalP turnover of - 50 000 molecules/min==>le-6;
Walmsley, TIBS, 1998
% %Defining Gdh regimes
Gdhreal(:,4) =
27.51299*((k*Glkmax).A8.2896)./(0.24167A8.2896+(k*Glkmax).^8.2896);
%100 uM induction
Gdhreal(:,3) =
22.9759*((k*Glkmax) .^6.1879) ./(0.2667^6.1879+(k*Glkmax) . 6.1879);
%50 uM induction
Gdhreal(:,2) =
11.69235*((k*Glkmax) . 7.41262) ./(0.1812^7.41262+(k*Glkmax) . 7.41262);
%25 uM induction
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Gdhreal(:, 1) = h*Gdh max;
Gdh
Gdh = Units2Mole(k*Gdh max, k2_h, prot cell, volcell);
%Defining Glk values
Glk = Units2Mole(k*Glkmax, k2_g,
[GDH, GLK] = meshgrid(Gdh, Glk);
prot cell, volcell);
for 1 = 1: size(Gin, 2
for i = 1:50
clear Glu;
titers
clear t; clear x; clear y;
for j = 1:50
[t Glu] = ode23s(@(t, g) dGdtau(t, g , Gin(l),
Km_g, Kmh, GLK(i,j), GDH(i,j)), [0 72*60*60], [0 0 0 0]');
[x y] = size(Glu);
titers(1:4) = Glu(x, 1:4);
yield(i,j,l) = titers(2)./titers(4)*100;
Gnt(i,j,1)= titers(2);
end
end
end
clear
k2_g, k2_h,
Gdhreal = Gdhreal/Gdhmax;
[relGdh relGlk] = meshgrid(k,k);
figure(1); clf(1)
hold on
surf(relGlk, relGdh, yield(:,:,1)); colorbar
shading interp;
colormap(jet);
plot3(k, Gdhreal(:, 1),100*ones(50,1),'k', k,
Gdhreal(:,2),100*ones(50,1), '-.k', k, Gdhreal(:, 3),100*ones(50,1),
':k',k, Gdh real(:, 4),100*ones(50,1), '--k');
legend('Yield','Constant Gdh', '25 uM','50 uM', '100 uM', 'Location',
'SouthOutside', 'Orientation', 'horizontal')
xlabel('Relative Glk Level'); ylabel('Relative Gdh Activity');
title(['G_i n =' num2str(Gin) ' M/s'])
xlim([0 1]); ylim([0 1]);
hold off
toc
S%in silico prediction
clear Gdhreal
clear yield
k = [0.9332 0.56446 0.49844 0.29724];
Gdhreal(:,3) =
27.51299*((k*Glkmax).^8.2896)./(0.24167A8.2896+(k*Glk max) .^8.2896);
%100 uM induction
Gdhreal(:,2) =
22.9759*((k*Glkmax).A6.1879)./(0.2667A6.1879+(k*Glkmax).A6.1879);
%50 uM induction
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%constant
A3.1 Gdh-Glk competition model
Gdhreal(:,1) =
11.69235*((k*Glkmax).A7.41262)./(0.1812^7.41262+(k*Glkmax) .^7.41262);
%25 uM induction
Gdh = Units2Mole(Gdhreal, k2_h, prot cell, volcell);
Glk = Units2Mole(k*Glkmax, k2_g, prot cell, volcell);
for 1 = 1: size(Gin, 2)
for i = 1:3
for j = 1:size(k,2)
clear Glu; c
titers
lear t; clear x; clear y;
[t Glu] = ode23s(@(t, g) dGdtau(t, g , Gin(l),
Km_g, Kmh, Glk(j), Gdh(j,i)), [0 72*60*60], [0 0 0 0]');
[x y] = size(Glu);
titers(1:4) = Glu(x, 1:4);
yield(j,i) = titers(2)./titers(4);
end
end
end
figure(2); clf(2)
plot(k, yield(:,l), 'x-', k(1:3), yield(1:3,2), 'o-', k(1:3),
yield(1:3,3), 's-');
legend('25 \muM IPTG','50 \muM IPTG', '100 \muM IPTG', 'Location',
'SouthOutside', 'Orientation', 'horizontal')
xlabel('Relative Glk activity'); ylabel('Gluconate yield');
xlim([O 1]); ylim([0 1]);
return;
function dy = dGdtau(t, G, Gin, k2_g, k2_h, Km_g, Kmh, Glk, Gdh)
Glu = G(1);
%System Balances
Gludot = Gin-k2_g*Glk*Glu/(Km g+Glu)-k2_h*Gdh*Glu/(Kmh+Glu);
Gntdot = k2_h*Gdh*Glu/(Kmh+Glu);
%Verification for Yield Calcs
G6Pdot = k2_g*Glk*Glu/(Km g+Glu);
Uptake = Gin;
%Func return
dy = [Gludot; Gntdot; G6Pdot; Uptake];
return;
function Act = Units2Mole(Units, k2, prot_cell, volcell)
% Converting from U/mg to moles/second converted to mole enz/cell
% U = 1 umol/min
% k2 converts activity (Vmax) to enzyme conc.
Act = Units*le-6/60*1000/k2*prot cell/volcell;
return;
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clear
k2_g, k2_h,
APPENDICES
A3.2 Effect of Growth Mediated Buffering
function buffereval_f
%Illustrates the magnitude of buffering effect on changes in mRNA
abundance
clc
alpha = 17.018/90; %glk transcripts/min in M9 %Bon, M., McGowan,
S., and Cook, P.R. (2006) FASEB J. 20, 1721-1723
kd = log(2)/3.3; %based on half life of 3.3 mins from %Bon, M.,
McGowan, S., and Cook, P.R. (2006) FASEB J. 20, 1721-1723
%Glk @ R/T, pH = 7.5, Miller 2004
k2_g = 410; %[=] 1/s
%http://www.neb.com/nebecomm/techreference/generaldata/protein-data.a
sp
prot cell = 1.55e-13; %[=]g, mass of protein per cell
% Calculating Steady State Concentrations
[t Xss] = ode23s(@(t,x) glk_prof(t, x, alpha, k2_g,
0.29, 0), [0 10000], [0 0]');
Pssval = Xss(size(Xss,l), 1);
mRNAval = Xss(size(Xss,l), 2);
Glki=mol2Units(Pssval, k2_g, prot cell);
prot cell, kd,
clear Xss;
[tl Xss] = ode23s(@(t,x) glkprof(t, x, alpha*.5, k2_g, protcell, kd,
0,1), [0 10000], [Pssval mRNAval] ');
Glkvary = mol2Units(Xss(:,l), k2_g, prot cell);
clear Xss;
[t2 Xss] = ode23s(@(t,x) glkprof(t, x, alpha*.5, k2_g, prot cell, kd,
0.29,0), [0 10000], [Pssval mRNAval] ');
Glkconst = mol2Units(Xss(:,l), k2_g, prot cell);
figure(1); clf(1);
plot([0 t1(size(t1,1))], [Glki Glki], tl, Glkvary, '-.', t2,
Glkconst,'--')
legend('Initial steady state', 'growth mediated buffering', 'constant
\mu', 'Location', 'southwest')
xlabel ('time [min]'); ylabel ('Glk activity [U/mg]'); ylim ([0 0.31]);
figure(2); clf(2);
f = logspace(-2, 2, 100);
const-gain = 6e15*alpha/(kd+0.29/60)/(0.29/60)/alpha;
varygain = (sqrt(2.16144E-05A2+4*6el5.*alpha.*4.10174E-
21./kd) ./2./4.10174E-21-sqrt(2.16144E-05^2+4*6e5.*alpha*f.*4.10174E-
21./kd)./2./4.10174E-21)./(l-f)/alpha;
semilogx(f, (const_gain-vary-gain)/constgain);
ylim([0 1]); xlim([0 100])
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xlabel('Relative {\itglk} mRNA'); ylabel(' Buffering capacity
\newline [(K_c_o n s t a_n_t - K v a r i_a_b_1_e)/K_c_o_n s t a n_t] ')
return;
function F = glkprof(t, x, alpha, k2_g, prot cell, kd, mu, flag)
%flag - sign to calculate growth rate == 1
%Calculates dynamic profile of glk protein and mRNA concentration
F = zeros(2,1);
%Correlation between activity and growth - my data
%growth = gamma*Activity (U/mg) + phi
gamma = 0.933962003;
phi = 0.001296861;
%calculates growthrate if experimental data not supplied [=] 1/h
if flag == 1
mu = gamma*mol2Units(x(l),k2_g, prot_cell)+phi;
end
F(1) = 6*x(2)-mu/60*x(1);
F(2) = alpha - (kd + mu/60)*x(2);
return;
function Units = mol2Units (conc, k2, prot_cell)
% Converting from molecules enz/cell to units/mg
% U = 1 umol/min
% k2 converts activity (Vmax) to enzyme conc.
Units = conc/6.023e23/prot-cell*k2/1000*60*le6;
return;
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